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Introduction:
This family history has been compiled by three people with different links to the Monkhouse
family, two are direct and one distant. Andrew Holliday, is the second son of Jessie Margaret
Monkhouse (1911-2011) who married John Benson Holliday (1910-1983) of Town Head Farm,
Langwathby, and Elizabeth Wisniewski is the youngest daughter of Jim Monkhouse (1918-1999)
of Langwathby. The other author, Mike Dixon, has a more remote link. His wife, Judy (Judith)
Bilsby, is one of the four daughters of Freda Barbara Bilsby - née Holliday (1906-1999), who
was John Benson’s sister; thus Judy is a niece of Jessie Monkhouse. Judy has always been close
to her Uncle John and Aunt Jessie, and to her cousins, Michael, Andrew and Meg Holliday, and
she first introduced Mike to her Langwathby relatives in 1963 when they were both medical
students in Edinburgh.
In recent years, the authors have independently developed a keen interest in genealogy and
family history. After Jessie’s death in July 2011, it became clear that we should collaborate in
constructing a comprehensive and up-to-date family tree and for us to document the personal
recollections of Monkhouse relatives. This narrative history and the attached extracts from the
family tree are the products of our joint efforts.
A great deal of Monkhouse family information was collected by Jack (John) Monkhouse (19101987), and Jim (James) Monkhouse, and written up by Jim in the 1990’s. Through the genealogy
web-site Genes Reunited we have made contact with Christopher Monkhouse of Poynton,
Cheshire. He has kindly passed on research carried out by Marilys, (daughter of Hilda
Monkhouse b. 1901) who lives in Germany, and by his second cousin, Jean Cooper (daughter of
Elsie Monkhouse Williamson b. 1900), who is herself a keen genealogist. We are grateful for
their contributions. We have added much new material from the personal recollections of Jessie
Monkhouse, who had an encyclopaedic knowledge of her family, supplemented with information
from census returns and birth, marriage and death records acquired either from primary sources
or accessed via www.Ancestry.co.uk and www.genesreunited.co.uk.
Most of the photographs have been passed down to us and are in the authors’ collections or, at
least, are in their computers! Other photographs of bygone Langwathby are taken from two
privately published booklets by the late Jim Monkhouse. This, and other sources, are
acknowledged in the captions.
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The earliest Monkhouse ancestor that we can confidently identify is:

James Bell or Monkhouse (c.1810 – 1866)
There has been a long-standing debate over the relationship between ancestors called ‘Bell’ and
those called Monkhouse. This issue came to the fore when the birth certificate of John
Monkhouse (b.1840), the first son of James Bell, was seen by Jack and Jim Monkhouse. They
wrote that; “We believe we have John Monkhouse’s birth certificate, born 24th May 1840 at
Shap, the son of James Bell and Ann Bell formerly Fawcett. We are fairly confident that this is
the John who became our ancestor John Monkhouse but what we cannot find is why at times they
called themselves Bell and at other times Monkhouse.”

Copy of the Birth Certificate of John Bell (Monkhouse) showing that both
he and his father James had the surname 'Bell'

James and Ann Bell (Fawcett) began their married life living in the vicinity of Shap, possibly in
a cottage in the hamlet of Keld. Certainly by 1841 they were living in Keld where James (aged c.
30) was classified as an agricultural labourer. In the census return Ann’s age was given as 25y
but in the 1841 census ages were rounded to 5 year intervals and she was actually 27y. Their first
three children were born here. At some time in 1842-3, the family move to Mealy Syke Farm in
Great Strickland, Westmorland1. In the 1851 census James is described as a “farmer of 79 acres”.
The remainder of their children were born while they were at Mealy Syke.
Jim Monkhouse continued; “In the Shap and Warcop Parish Banns, James is a Monkhouse, but
in the Warcop Parish Marriage Register he is a Bell. Similarly with the family, Alice, John and
Robert are baptised at Shap as Bell's, but Thomas, James, Richard and Septimus are entered as
the children of James and Ann ‘Monkhouse or Bell’; Edward is baptised as a Bell, and Annie is
just Monkhouse. The confusion continues in the Morland Burial Register, Annie, Septimus, and
James are buried as Bells, Ann (wife) also as a Bell, whilst Alice is buried as a Monkhouse,
Edward as a ‘Bell or Monkhouse’ and James (father) as a ‘Bell or Monkhouse’. The dates and
names of the family are too similar for there to be two families, one Bell and one Monkhouse, so
the belief is that there was some complication on the side of James Bell or Monkhouse which led
him to change names.”

1

Mealy Syke is a typical small mid 17th century Cumbrian farmhouse built of limestone rubble with through stones,
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“James married Ann Fawcett2 in Warcop, Westmorland (md. 6 August 1836) and they had 9
children.
Alice: 4 April 1838 – 20 January 1858, baptised in Shap
John: 24 May 1840 – 4 April 1921 - baptised in Shap
Robert: 29 March 1842 – 18 November 1907 - baptised Shap.
Thomas: 12 November 1843 - born at Mealey (Mealy) Syke, Great Strickland, Westmorland
Edward2 : Jan-Mar 18451 - 15 October 18653, baptised Morland, family at Mealey Syke.
James: 5 November 1846 – 15 November 1852, baptised Morland, family at Mealey Syke.
Richard: 11 November 1848, baptised Morland, family at Mealey Syke.
Septimus: 21 February 18501 – 31 October 1852, baptised Morland, family at Mealey Syke.
Annie: 2 October 1852 – 13 October 1852, baptised Morland, family at Mealey Syke.”
Two of the birth dates in the original did not correspond with the U.K. Birth Index and have been
modified1 while the name ‘Edmund’ appears (incorrectly) in some transcriptions of Edward2
from the Morland Baptismal Register. The year of death for Edward3 has been corrected from
1855 to 1865 – he died aged 20y. Missing dates of death are given below.

A (poor) copy of the marriage record of James Bell and Ann Fawcett, Warcop Parish
Register. 6th August 1836. The marriage was witnessed by Jane Monkhouse and
William Jamieson [Christopher Monkhouse]

James and Ann Bell / Monkhouse lived first at Keld in the parish of Shap, and then in Great
Strickland in the parish of Morland, both in Westmorland. Some confusion over the registration
of births /deaths /marriages can arise from the use of the terms West Ward and East Ward as
registration districts in the ‘Barony of Westmorland’. West Ward includes the parishes of
Morland and Shap while Warcop is a parish in the East Ward, so the principal places of interest
to us are in different registration districts. Just to add a further possible complication, ‘Westward’
is a parish near Wigton in Cumberland.
2

Ann Fawcett was the daughter of Robert and Alice (Moss) Fawcett of Warcop.
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When it comes to the official registration of the births in James’s family, all are in the name of
‘Bell’. In the 1841 and 1851 Census Returns, however, James (father), Ann (mother) and all the
children then born (i.e. apart from Annie) are listed as ‘Monkhouse’. Similarly, when it comes to
the registration of deaths, Ann (d. 1852); Septimus (d.1852); James (d.1852) are in the name
‘Bell’, while the death of Alice (1858) is in the name ‘Monkhouse’.
To summarise, we know that James Bell / Monkhouse was born about 1810 in Westmorland. In
1836 he married Ann Fawcett (aged c. 23y) in Warcop, Westmorland, in the name of James Bell
and this surname appeared on the birth certificates of his children. However, he was already
using the name ‘Monkhouse’, for example in the marriage banns, and this is likely to be the
name under which he was generally known. In the 1841 and 1851 census returns he used the
name Monkhouse for himself and the family members. It appears that he was obliged to return to
the surname ‘Bell’ for legal documents such as the registration of births and deaths. While the
death of their daughter Alice (1858) was registered in the name Monkhouse, the later registration
for their son Edward (d. 1865) reverted to ‘Bell’.
There has been much speculation in the family about the change of name and several reasons
have been suggested. These have ranged from the sinister (such as “he must have wanted to
cover his tracks”) to the possible influence on the young Mr Bell of a ‘role model’ such as a
member of the clergy or person of standing called ‘Monkhouse’ whom he wished to emulate. On
the other hand, there could have been a close relative called ‘Monkhouse’, whose name James
could have ‘adopted’. One possibility emerged when we found that a James Bell, christened on
14 Aug 1811 at St. Andrews, Penrith, was born to John Bell and Margaret Monkhouse. While it
would have been unusual for the baby to have been baptised in Penrith when its presumed place
of birth was Shap, Westmorland, this particular ‘candidate’ was eliminated when Jean Cooper
found that the child had died the following year and was buried on 4 Nov 1812 at St. Andrews,
Penrith. After pursuing several leads we have concluded that we cannot extend the ancestors in
the family tree beyond James Bell (born c.1810) (see Appendix).
Are there any clues to the alternative proposition that someone by the name of Monkhouse
influenced James Bell to change his surname? One possibility is given by the presence of a
certain Jane Monkhouse as a witness to his marriage. Jane was the daughter of Edward
Monkhouse who farmed at Bampton Grange, a hamlet situated two miles from Keld3. Jane was
born c.1812 making her of similar age to his bride, Ann Fawcett, and it is possible that the two
young women were friends and she was present as a ‘bridesmaid’. Alternatively, could it be that
James, an agricultural labourer, worked on Edward Monkhouse’s farm? Indeed, before his
marriage he could have been a resident worker at Bampton Grange. If James Bell had grown up
and /or worked for several years on the Monkhouse farm, it seems entirely plausible that Edward
Monkhouse was the ‘man of influence’ that inspired the name change, and his friendship with
Edward’s daughter would have made her an obvious choice as a witness at his wedding.4

3

Edward Monkhouse (b. 1770) married Isabella Hogarth of Shap (b. 1786) at Warcop in April 1812. Jane was their
first child b. 1812 in Warcop. There were two other children, Mary (b.1815) and John (b.1821).
4
By 1841 Jane Monkhouse had married Nathan Richardson, a labourer on her father’s farm at Bampton Grange,
and had a one month old baby called Nanny. In the 1851 census, Nathan was head of the household at Bampton
Grange and was described as a “farmer of 45 acres”.
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Whatever the explanation, changing your surname has always been straightforward. If you wish
to be known by a different name you can change your name at any time, provided you do not
intend to deceive or defraud another person. There is no legal procedure to follow in order to
change a name, you simply start using the new one. However, you cannot change details on birth
certificates, except in limited circumstances and this no doubt explains the retention of the name
‘Bell’ on much of the official documentation.

The children of James (Bell) Monkhouse (b. c1810)
James and Ann Monkhouse had nine children, but only four survived beyond the age of 20y.
Annie died after only a few days of life, Septimus died at the age of two and James died at age
6y. Alice and Edward were both 20 when they died; neither married or had children.

John Monkhouse (1840-1921)
John Monkhouse was born at Keld on 24 May 1840 and was the first of James and Ann’s
children to reach adulthood. In 1851 at the age of 11 he was living in Mealy Syke with his family
and two cousins, Elizabeth (10y) and Isaac Bainbridge (aged 10 months). On 8 December 1860
he married Agnes (“Nanny”) Akrigg from Aysgarth, Yorkshire, at Kirkby Stephen church.
Agnes was the daughter of Benjamin Akrigg of Ladthwaite, Hartley, near Kirkby Stephen, on
whose farm John worked as an agricultural labourer. In 1861 John and Agnes were living with
her parents at Ladthwaite. Tragically, Agnes died in December 1862 at the age of 24y, a few
days after the birth of their daughter, also called Agnes. Baby Agnes was brought up by her
maternal grandmother's family and, in a recapitulation of her paternal grandfather’s change of
name, she took the name Akrigg. Unfortunately Agnes Akrigg died at the age of 19y in
December 1881.
Following the death of his wife, John moved to
Gale Hall, Melmerby, a hamlet in the Eden Valley
near Langwathby, and learned the butchery
business. There he met and subsequently married
Margaret (“Annie”) Palmer of Todhills Farm,
Melmerby, on 9 September 1873. They went on to
have 5 daughters and one son. John’s wife,
Margaret, was the fourth child of William Palmer
(b.c1816) and his first wife Martha Henderson.
The Palmer line is of considerable importance to
our narrative because of Margaret’s matriarchal
role in the Langwathby family, and the occasional
appearance of Palmer relatives in subsequent
events. When William married Martha Henderson
in Bridekirk near Cockermouth in May 1839, she
was already a widow twice over, and had two
children, one by each husband.5 Martha and
5

In 1824, then aged about 20, she married Joseph Fisher and they had a child Elizabeth b. c 1833. In 1835, the
widowed Martha Fisher married Jonathan Proud of Todsdales, Melmerby, and they had a child Jonathan, b.1836.
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William went on to have four more children; Martha born c.1840 in Great Broughton, a village
in the Bridekirk parish, Jane b. 1843 also in Great Broughton, Andrew b. 1847 in Lamplugh, a
village of scattered houses situated on the edge of the Lake District, south of Cockermouth, and
Margaret b. 24 November 1849, also in Lamplugh. In 1851, the family (minus Jane) were living
at Todhole, Lamplugh, but they were soon to be deprived of their mother. Martha Palmer was
killed in an accident involving a horse and cart in February 18556.

John Monkhouse, the man who
brought the family to Langwathby.

William Palmer went on to marry twice more. First he married Hannah Frears, a woman seven
years his senior, on Christmas Day 1856 in Ennerdale Chapel, and in 1861 was living with
Hannah and three children at Crosdale, Ennerdale. Sometime before 1871, he brought Hannah
and daughter Margaret over from Lamplugh to Todhills, Melmerby. On the way, he called at
Melmerby Mill and asked for something to eat. He was told, “There’s not much, nobbat what’s
in t’pot”. In the 1871 census, William (aged 54) is described as a farmer, land owner and Local
Preacher, Hannah is aged 62 and Margaret, the only child now living at home, is aged 21. In
1883, Hannah died and William went on to marry a third time. In 1887, he married a woman
called Ann Robinson from Isel Gate near Cockermouth. She was 18 years his junior and reputed
to be "a bit expensive". William died in 1892 in Melmerby and was buried in the churchyard
there. His Will makes for interesting reading. William left £200 and his household goods to his
wife Ann Palmer, £200 to his daughter Martha Clark (she had married a Samuel Clark in 1888)
and £50 to Annie Palmer the illegitimate child of my daughter Martha Clark. He left the residue
of his estate upon trust for his other daughters Jane Collins and Margaret Monkhouse. Martha
Palmer had given birth to a daughter in about 1867 (aged 3 in the 1871 census) while living at
6

The death certificate reads: d. 22 Feb 1855, St Bees. “Killed by the accidental overturning upon her of a cart drawn
by a horse, the property of her husband, which she was driving and which ran away on a highway called Broad
Moor Lane. Died then and there.”
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the home of her sister, Elizabeth, and her husband, John Clark, in Liverpool. In the light of
subsequent events, it is worth emphasising at this point that Margaret Palmer, who had married
John Monkhouse, had a sister with an illegitimate daughter living in Liverpool.
William Palmer was a Methodist Local preacher for 50 years and his influence was probably
important in bringing his son-in-law John Monkhouse to faith. Assuredly, John became a pillar
of the Methodist church. Jim Monkhouse writes; “John Monkhouse had been the mainstay at
Melmerby Wesleyan Chapel, he used to light the fires on Sunday and keep the place in order. He
also acted as 'preceptor' raising the hymns until an organ was found towards which he gave
generously. Arriving at Langwathby he became the Superintendent of the Sunday School and
Society Steward and gave of his best towards the Chapel generally.” After William Palmer’s
retirement from farming, John Monkhouse took over the tenancy at Todhills and began his own
butchery business. In the 1881 census, John was described as ‘a butcher and farmer with 20
acres’. Even with the butchery, the income from such a small farm could not have been much to
support two adults and six children; life must have been very hard. After a few more years of
struggle, they decided to sell-up and move to Langwathby, a much larger village where he would
concentrate on the butchery trade. A sale was held on 7th January 1887 and the entire farm stock
and all the equipment were disposed of. John and his family moved to Scaur House,
Langwathby, on Candlemas Day (February 2nd) in 1887.

The sale at Toddhills (sic) Farm in January
1887. John Monkhouse put up for sale the
whole of his farming stock, crop, implements
and dairy utensils because he “is giving up
farming”. The prices obtained for the animals
and crop (above) appear ridiculously small by
today’s standards, but the fat cow at £14-15s
is equivalent to over £1000 in present day
terms (2010) Given the generally depressed
state of farming in the 1880s, however, it is
likely that he received a very poor return on
the equipment. (advertisements from Jim
Monkhouse)
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In the 1901 census, John and Margaret were at Scaur House7 with four of their children; their
first child, Annie Martha, had died the year before (see below). By 1911, John was described as a
‘cattle feed agent’ which nicely anticipates future events in the family. Margaret died in 1920
and John’s death followed a year later (4 May 1921). His Will stated that he was ‘a retired
farmer and butcher’; probate was granted to John Wright (farmer) and John’s spinster daughters,
Elizabeth and Hannah Edith. John Monkhouse left £1342 19s 6d, a sum equivalent to £46,500 in
today’s values using the retail price index or £178,000 using average earnings.

Robert Monkhouse (1842 - 1907)
Robert was born on the 2nd March 1842 in Shap, Westmorland. The following year, the family
moved to Mealy Syke farm in Great Strickland, a village about 6 miles north of Shap. By 1861
he was living with John Lunson and family in Marton Hale, Long Marton, near Appleby. Lunson
was a joiner and carpenter and Robert was his apprentice. By 1865, however, Robert had broken
with his Westmorland roots and moved to Manchester - working as a joiner, and living at 39
Slater Street, Failsworth. On the 18th June 1865, aged 23, he married Elizabeth McDonald at St.
George’s Church in Hulme. The marriage was tragically short. Elizabeth died within a year of
the wedding. Robert, however, was not a widower for very long. On 19th January 1867 he
married Isabella McCubbin, a 26 year old woman from Glasserton, Wigtownshire, at St Luke’s
Church, Upper Brook Street, Chorlton-on-Medlock. The couple moved into 2 Freeman Street,
Hulme. Isabella was already pregnant; on the 10th August 1867 she gave birth to twins, Annie
and John. The twins were sickly and both died during 1869. By this time, there were two other
children in the family, Jessie Alice (b.1868) and Arthur Stewart (b.1869). In the 1871 census, the
family are living at 9 Rosamund Street, Hulme, More children followed at frequent intervals;
William Robert b. 1872, Ernest b. 1874, Aretas Isabella b. 1877, Herbert Septimus b. 1880 and
Arnold Frederick b. 1886. In 1891, the family were living at 83 Booth Street West, All Saints,
Manchester, and Robert continued his trade as a joiner. In 1893 Robert’s wife, Isabella, died at
the age of 56y. After a decent interval he once again sought a new partner. On 26 July 1899 he
married the 44 years old Lucy Martha Ann Wallis (1855 – 1936) at Chorlton Register Office,
and she moved into the house in Booth Street. The couple only enjoyed 8 years of marriage.
Robert died on the 18 November 1907; he was 65 years old.

Thomas Monkhouse 1844 – 1923
Thomas grew up at Mealy Syke farm and was living there in 1851. At the age of 17 in 1861 he
was living and working at Hornby Hall, Brougham (near Penrith) as an agricultural labourer. In
September 1863 he married Elizabeth Thompson (1844-1902) and by 1871 they had three
children, James age 8y, Jane Ann (“Jenny”) age 5y and William 4y, and were living at Linton
Gill, Ivegill. In 1881 he was living at Street House in Itonfield, lvegill, near Carlisle, along with
five children, Jenny, William, Joseph Edward (9y), John known as “Jack” (7y) and Tom (2y),
but not James. James must have died between the age of 8 and 17 but his details could not be
found in the Death Index. At this time John was described as a “game-watcher”; later this
7

‘Scaur’ is a generally Scottish variant of the word ’scar’ and in this instance refers to the escarpment overlooking a
bend in the River Eden a short distance up-river from Langwathby Bridge. The rear garden of Scaur House ran
down to the scar.
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changed to the more familiar “game-keeper”. He died on 2 July 1923 leaving £173 4s. Probate
was granted to Jeffcott Dickson, clerk in holy orders, and Isaac Varty, farmer.
Daughter Jenny (1865-1908) remained a spinster, Joseph (1871-1949) married Mary Jane
Workman (1871-1907) in 1900 and lived in Carlisle, Jack (1873-1959) married Lottie Collinson
and lived in Manchester. Auntie Lottie retained her links with the family in Langwathby and was
a regular visitor. Tom joined the Northumberland Fusiliers in 1915 and enlisted at Cramlington
into the 18th Battalion, ‘The Tyneside Pioneers’, (No.19/1496). His battalion landed in France in
January 1916 and moved to the Western Front. He was killed, along with 19,240 others on 1st
July 1916, the First Day of the Battle of the Somme, and the bloodiest day in the history of the
British Army. His name is recorded on the Thiepval Memorial to the Missing of the Somme
battlefields, one name among those of 72,194 officers and men of the United Kingdom and
South African forces who died between July and November 1916.
William (1867-1947) married Sarah Little (1865-1957) and lived at Skelton Road Ends, Penrith.
William and Sarah had six children; Thomas George (1892-1973), John William (1896 -1918),
Arthur (1896-1917), Edwin (1898-1901), James (1900-1901) and Francis (b. and d. 1900). John
William and Arthur both died during the Great War. Arthur was serving with the Border
Regiment (Regimental No. 260610) having enlisted into the Westmorland and Cumberland
Yeomanry (No. 315618). He was killed in action on 12th October 1917 at the Battle of
Paschendale in Belgium. His brother, John William joined the Royal Army medical Corps in
1915. In 1917 he was awarded the Military Medal but declared unfit for further service. He died
of tuberculosis in 1917 and is buried with his family in Cumberland.

Richard Monkhouse 1848 – 1889
Richard was born while the family were at Mealy Syke farm. In 1861 at the age of 13y he was
working as a “cattle tender” and groom on the farm of John Docker at Howgill Newby near
Penrith. Ten years later he was on the farm of Hodgson Barker in the hamlet of Wrayton near
Melling, Lunesdale, Lancashire. Also living on the farm was a niece of Hodgson Barker called
Margaret (“Peggy”) Slinger (1845 – 1897), and she and Richard married in June 1872. Following
their marriage they moved to nearby Cowker House, Arkholme-with-Cawood in Lunesdale, a
small village north-east of Lancaster served by the Furness and Midland Joint Railway. While
living there they had two children, James Matthew (b.1875) and Mary Alice (b.1886). Mary was
only three when Richard died at the age of 40y (in 1889). Peggy struggled on with the farm with
help from her children and two resident farm-workers, and by 1891, the 16 years old James was
identified as the “Farm Manager”. Margaret lived there until her death on 7 Feb 1897 aged 51y.

The children of John Monkhouse (b. 1840)
Annie Martha: 12 April 1874 - 27 April 1900
Alice: 13 September 1875 - 9 October 1961
William Palmer: 11 January 1877 – 27 March 1961
Emily Jane: 19 June 1878 – 10 April 1959
Hannah Edith: 28 May 1880 – 27 May 1971
Elizabeth: 11 May 1884 – 10 April 1978
11

John and Annie (Margaret) Monkhouse and family, a photograph taken
shortly after they came to Langwathby in 1887

Jim Monkhouse describes the family group; “William Palmer (Monkhouse), my father, is in the
back row, complete with white starched collar....on the right Edith and Alice. Edith remained a
spinster whilst Alice married William Crosby of Powis House, Long Marton. Annie Martha, who
died when only 26, is on the left with Emily, who remained a spinster. Alice and Annie show the
‘wasp’ waists which were characteristic of the Victorian age. Between grandfather and
grandmother is Elizabeth (Auntie Ella) who taught at Langwathby School from 1912 to 1920 and
then married Tom Monkhouse, a distant relation, who was also William Palmer's
butcher/salesman.”

Annie Martha Monkhouse 1874 – 1900
If the Bell-Monkhouse name change was something of a family mystery, then the fate of Annie
Martha could be construed as the family’s dark secret.
The facts can be briefly stated as follows; Annie Martha, the first child of John and Margaret
Monkhouse was born on 12 April 1874 at Melmerby. She grew up with the family in Melmerby
and Langwathby and in the 1891 census, aged 17y, she was still living at home and worked as a
dressmaker. Sometime in the 1890’s she moved to the village of Kirkbride, near Wigton,
12

Cumberland, as a schoolteacher.8 Kirkbride was initially served by the Carlisle and Silloth Bay
Railway which in 1880 became part of the North British Railway Company, and it was at the
station-master’s house in Kirkbride that Annie Martha found accommodation as a lodger.

The station and station-master's house at Kirkbride, Cumberland.

Jim Monkhouse takes up the story; “Annie Martha was a schoolteacher in Kirkbride (lodging
with the station master) who fell pregnant out of marriage .......she was sent to Manchester,
where she had a daughter but died in childbirth along with the child. After her death, her mother
went into mourning for the rest of her life - 20 years!” Jim said he could vaguely remember his
Grandmother and that she was always dressed in black and wearing a veil! After her death, a
short piece in the Methodist Recorder stated, somewhat enigmatically, that; “'she was denied an
active life and debarred from attendance for over 20 years prior to her decease ......those who
knew her best realised that although the circumstances of her life were inexplicable to the public,
she bore a very gracious testimony to the Lord Jesus Christ.....'
However, Jean Cooper has shown that Uncle Jim’s version of events; “wasn't quite the truth. In
actual fact, Annie Martha had been sent to Liverpool not Manchester, and whilst she did die in
childbirth, her daughter lived and was adopted by a family in West Cumbria.” This statement
was based on the Death and Birth certificates that Jean retrieved:

8

The Board School in Kirkbride was built in 1876 and by 1894 was listed in Kelly’s Directory of Cumberland and
Westmorland as having 130 pupils with an average attendance of 99. Mr Charles H. Harrison was the headmaster
and Miss Annie M. Monkhouse was the schoolmistress. In 1899 Charles Harrison was aged 43; he had a wife Sarah
(39).
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Annie Martha died on the 27th April 1900 at 7 Lyell Street, Everton, Liverpool, at the age of 26y.
Her death was certified by a Dr I. C. Baxter. This is a transcription error for Dr. J. C. (James
Clement) Baxter (the certificate above is a recent copy) who practised from Robson Street, a
short distance to the west of Lyell Street.9 Ten days before her death, Annie had given birth to a

9

James Clement Baxter (1857–1928) was a Medical Practitioner who lived in Robson Street, Everton. His
dedication to the welfare of his patients, mainly Irish immigrants, indigenous poor and local orphans, is legendary. It
was almost matched by his devotion to Everton Football Club. Dr Baxter provided substantial funds to finance the
construction of Goodison Park. Born in Liverpool, the devout Roman Catholic also took an active part in local
politics, serving as a Liberal councillor for the St Anne’s ward from 1906 until 1920 .
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baby girl who had been given the name “Elsie”. Dr Baxter certified the cause of death as
‘peritonitis’ – inflammation of the peritoneal lining of the abdomen. Death would have resulted
from overwhelming infection, and the cause would have been bacterial infection of the uterus
introduced at the time of delivery. In the Victorian era such infections were termed ‘puerperal
sepsis’ or ‘childbed fever’ and were frequently fatal. On average, it affected six to nine women in
every 1,000 deliveries, killing two to three of them with peritonitis or septicaemia. It was the
single most common cause of maternal mortality, accounting for about half of all deaths related
to childbirth.
On the day that Annie Martha died, her baby’s birth was registered by Ann Mayer or Mayor,
who had been present at the birth in her home, 7 Lyell Street, where Annie died. Elizabeth has
previously pointed out; “Note that William Crosby, Auntie Alice's husband is the witness on the
death certificate. Consequently you would imagine that he at least knew that her daughter (Elsie)
lived?” Indeed, it would seem only reasonable that Alice would have travelled to Liverpool as
well. It would have been odd for her to have sent her husband of four years (they married in
1896) to attend to her sister’s death certification and funeral arrangements alone.
This tragic sequence of events started with the young, unmarried, Annie Martha becoming
pregnant in the summer of 1899. An ill-timed pregnancy was not uncommon among courting
couples, and the usual response was to expedite the wedding so that the baby was born within
wedlock, and ‘respectability’ preserved. When, as in Annie’s case, a marriage was not possible
(perhaps the father of her child was already married?) the prospective mother, and her family,
faced a great dilemma. From the viewpoint of the Monkhouse family in Langwathby - one of the
leading families in the locality and pillars of the chapel, the news of Annie’s pregnancy must
have come as a tremendous shock. Much discussion must have followed as to the best way
forward. The presence of her mother’s sister Martha in Liverpool, with her own illegitimate
daughter Annie Palmer, provided a possible solution. Surely Martha would be sympathetic to
Annie Martha’s situation and offer some help? No doubt there was an exchange of letters. Annie
Martha would have resigned her post at the school and said farewell to her pupils at the end of
the autumn term in December 1899. There could have been a last Christmas at home – but her
condition would have been all too apparent by this stage, and she probably went straight to
Liverpool. Annie Palmer, her cousin, who was by now 32 years old, could have been the main
source of help. Perhaps, she stayed with Annie, or Aunt Martha, in Everton, and only towards the
end of her pregnancy moved in with Ann Mayer in Lyell Street because the woman had some
local reputation as a ‘midwife’ – but this is pure speculation.
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Annie Martha
Monkhouse died at 7
Lyell Street
In 1901 Elizabeth (Fisher)
Clark – Martha
Monkhouse’s step- sister,
was living in Allen Street

In 1891, Elizabeth Clark
was living in Breck Road.
Up to her marriage in
1888, Martha and her
daughter Annie Palmer
lived with Elizabeth

In 1891 Annie Palmer
(aged 23) was living in
The Willows at the home
of her cousin John Clark,
Elizabeth Clark’s son
Dr J. C. Baxter who
attended Annie Martha at
her death, lived in Robson
Street. Lyell Street is just
off the map to the East
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Whatever the exact circumstances, it is likely that Annie Martha had her baby in a place where
hygiene and medical knowledge were largely absent, and that ignorance and dirt contributed to
the fatal outcome. The news was transmitted home to Langwathby. The grief, and guilt, can be
imagined. The funeral, a hurried and very private affair, took place in Melmerby. The records at
Melmerby Church confirm that the burial of Annie Monkhouse took place on 28th April 1900,
just the day following her death in Liverpool - according to the certified copy of the death
certificate. The speed with which this was accomplished seems astonishing, although they could
have known that her condition was fatal some days prior to death and already have made some
preparations. Certainly, we can conclude that the family wished to put this event behind them as
quickly as possible. While the funeral was carried out in haste, the sense of regret stayed with the
family for a whole generation.
The existence of a daughter, Elsie, and her fate was largely unknown for many years. Thanks to
Elsie’s daughter, Jean Cooper, we can fill in many other details. The orphaned baby Elsie was
adopted by William and Jane (Sanderson) Williamson (both aged 52y) who lived at 6 Horsman
Street, Cockermouth, Cumberland. They had two “grown up” children already, Isabella aged 23y
and Nixon aged 17y. In the 1901 census, one-year old Elsie was classified as a “daughter” and
had the surname ‘Williamson’. The household also contained a 10 year old niece called Evelyn
Nixon, and a lodger – a schoolteacher called Jeannie Bales who was 29 years old. William
Williamson was described as a “foreman at water-works”. Although Elsie is identified as
William’s ‘daughter’, her birthplace is given as Liverpool.
By 1911, William was now a “water-engineer” and the family had moved to 26 Crown Street,
Cockermouth. Nixon had married in 1906 and left home, but Isabella at 33 years old was still in
the household along with the 10 years old Elsie. She was now ‘a niece’ to the head of the
household, but was stated to have been born in Cockermouth. Such are the vagaries of census
returns! In June 1920, at the age of 20y, Elsie Monkhouse Stalker Williamson (to give her full
name. We are at a loss to explain the ‘Stalker’, although given that she received her mother’s
surname it is possible that it is the father’s name) married John Thomas Cowling in
Cockermouth. Elsie died in 1966, aged 66y.

Elsie Monkhouse Stalker Williamson,
daughter of Annie Martha Monkhouse, about
the time of her marriage (Jean Cooper)
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Elsie Cowling (née Williamson) at the
age of 62y. [Jean Cooper]

Alice Monkhouse 1875 – 1961
Alice lived with the family in Melmerby and Langwathby until October 1896 when she married
a farmer, William Bleamire Crosby, from Long Marton – a village near Appleby, in the East
Ward, Westmorland. After their marriage, Alice moved into Powis House, Long Marton, (now a
livestock farm owned by R.J. and K. Tiplady). It was William Crosby who registered Annie
Martha’s death. In January 1898 Alice gave birth to a daughter, Alice Mary, followed by a son,
John, in January 1899. After a 10 year gap, Edith Margaret was born in July 1910. William died
in 1949 at the age of 84y. Alice lived a further 12 years, dying in October 1961 in Penrith at the
age of 86y.

Elizabeth (Ella) Monkhouse 1884 – 1978
As a young woman, Elizabeth was a schoolteacher. She taught at Langwathby School from 1912
until 1922. In the summer of that year she ‘retired’ from teaching in order to marry. On October
30th 1922, she married a half-cousin Thomas (Tom) George Monkhouse (b. 1893) who also
happened to be William Palmer Monkhouse’s butcher / salesman.
Tom served with the 7th Battalion of the Border Regiment in World War I. He left Langwathby
for military training on February 27th 1917 and joined the Battalion in France for the Arras
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Offensive of 1917, with battles at Arras and Scarpe. Later in 1917 he fought at Ypres and
Passchendaele. In 1918 the Batallion was involved in the Picardy offensive at the Somme, St.
Quentin and Bapaume, and in the advance through Picardy in battles at Amiens, Somme, Albert
and Bapaume. They broke through the Hindenberg Line in 1918 at Épéhy and Cambrai, and
were present in the final advance in Selle and Sambre (1918).
After the Armistice was signed on the 11th November 1918, the Battalion remained in France,
gradually sending units back to England, but it was not until April that Tom returned. His unit
left Le Havre on the evening of the 19th April, arriving at Southampton early on the 20th and
leaving again late the same night for Catterick, where it was eventually disbanded.
Tom did well to survive so many battles. He served as a sniper but modestly claimed that he
“was not such a good shot, I was just lucky (or unlucky) on the day they did target practice when
I came out with one of the best scores.” He put down his survival to good luck, but he attributed
some benefit to his refusal of the rum ration before he “went over the top”. However, he did not
emerge unscathed. As a consequence of gas attacks Tom was left with a chronic chest problem
not helped by his smoking habit. The aunts used to chastise him for smoking so he kept a packet
of Woodbine’s in the shed so he could smoke in secret!

A photograph taken in 1922 to mark the
retirement of the Headmaster of
Langwathby School, Mr John
Armstrong Shaw. Standing behind Mr
Shaw are Miss Mabel Davidson (left)
and Elizabeth Monkhouse who also
retired in 1922 - to get married. [Jim
Monkhouse]

After their marriage little changed domestically. Ella and Tom continued to live at Scaur House,
as this remained the hub of the butchery business, and Tom was integral to the butchery side. In
1930, they moved out to their new house at Woodcroft. They remained childless.
In retirement, Tom kept on to one of his fields and had a few pigs. He retained one of his guns, a
double-barrelled 4.10 shotgun, which he used to control vermin around his piggery, but had no
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real enthusiasm for shooting. He was a small, slight man (only 5ft – 5ft 2in in height) and was
very ‘chesty’, having smoked most of his life, but he lived to be 79y (died 1973). Ella died five
years later, in April 1978.

Emily Monkhouse 1878 – 1959 and (Hannah) Edith Monkhouse 1880 – 1971
Emily and Edith remained spinsters. Until 1930, the sisters lived with their parents at Scaur
House, helping with household duties and, where appropriate, with the family business. Around
1930 they moved to one of a pair of new houses at Woodcroft. Edith was steady and hard
working. She did most of the housework and gardening, and kept hens in the field below the
houses. She also played the organ at the chapel. Emily was the bossy one, but was also ‘delicate’
and would take to her bed periodically with some ailment or other. After some weeks confined to
her bed, she would get back to her feet – and have to learn how to walk again! Sister Ella
(Elizabeth) lived next door with husband Tom, but she spent much of the time in her sisters’
house. Ella also played the organ, and insisted on playing at the chapel for ‘special’ services
claiming that Edith wasn’t sufficiently accomplished for the ‘specials’!
Despite their differing personalities, the three sisters remained very close throughout their lives.
They had only two real interests in life, nephew Jack and the Methodist chapel. They looked
after Jack, they followed his career intently and worried about him constantly. As for the chapel,
they never missed the Sunday service, and took their turn in giving hospitality to the preacher.
They lived frugally, a product of their era and trapped by circumstances. They lived out their
lives as best they could – loyal, caring and faithful.

Left to right: Edith, Alice, Ella (Elizabeth) and Emily
Monkhouse
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In January 1959, Emily fell and broke her femur and after her return to Woodcroft only lived for
a few more weeks. She died on the morning of her brother William’s Golden Wedding.

William Palmer Monkhouse 1877 – 1961
William Palmer Monkhouse was born at Bridge Cottage, Melmerby, in January 1877, and moved
with his parents and sisters to Scaur House Farm, Langwathby in 1887. William was only 10
years of age when he arrived in Langwathby, so he would have attended Langwathby School, at
least until after he was 14y as he was listed as a ‘scholar’ in the 1881 census. He then joined his
father in the butchery business, although by this time John’s business interests had branched out.
Shortly after their arrival in Langwathby, John Monkhouse took up the Silcock Feed Cakes
agency, which in those days consisted of Linseed and Cotton slab cake, Calf Meal and Fattening
Nuts.
In 1909, William married Janet Louisa Dobinson, in Whitchurch, Shropshire. Just how a
Langwathby butcher came to be married to a young woman living in Shropshire is a convoluted
but interesting story.

Christopher Charters Dobinson
stands at the doorway of his grocery
shop in Botchergate, Carlisle
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Janet Dobinson was the daughter of Christopher John Storey Dobinson and his wife Jessie Jane
(née Graham). Janet was born on 9 September 1884 at St. Martins Terrace, Brampton, a village
on the outskirts of Carlisle. Her father appears to have had a rather chequered working life. He
began work as a grocer. His father (Christopher Charters Dobinson 1830-1898) had a grocer’s
shop in Botchergate, Carlisle, and then moved his business to Front Street, Brampton. Thus, it
was natural for the younger Christopher to carry on the family trade. In Brampton, the Dobinsons
were near neighbours of the Graham family, Robert, his wife Janet, and their children, Mary
(born 1851), Robert (b. 1853), William (b. 1858), Jessie Jane (b. 1861) and Alicia (or Alice)
Graham (b. 1863). Another child, Margaret Ann, appears in family records but must have died
in infancy as her name does not appear in any census returns.

Jessie Jane Dobinson (née
Graham) and her
daughters, Ethel, Janet
Louisa (sitting left) and
Alice (right).

The Graham’s were a reasonably prosperous family, Robert having both a draper’s shop in Front
Street and a farm of 103 acres, certainly prosperous enough to send Jessie Jane to boarding
school – The Abbey School, Melrose, where she obtained a diploma in music, and later returned
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to teach at the school. By the 1870s, her father part-owned, along with his two brothers William
and James, the Brampton Scotch Tweed Company mill, where Robert was the Company
Secretary. In October 1875, however, a disastrous fire totally destroyed the mill putting them out
of business and the 200 hands out of work. “Out of business” did not mean financial ruin. The
mill was insured for £27,000, around £3 million in today’s values, and the brothers went their
separate ways with substantial funds for new enterprises.

Janet Louisa Dobinson who went on to
marry William Palmer Monkhouse.

William went back into farming in Scotland, and lived for many years at Milton Farm,
Kirkcudbright. The family then moved to Chathill, near Beadnell, Northumberland, where
William had a farm in Tughall village. James Graham moved to Calthwaite Hall, Penrith, and
from there to Tyneside where he became a timber-merchant involved in ship-building10, and
Robert went into farming. His first tenancy was Faugh Beeches farm, Heads Nook, near
Brampton. He then moved to Town Foot farm, Melmerby, and from there went to The Luham,
10

In the 1881 census James Graham was still described as a Merchant Manufacturer -Woollen and Cotton, but it
would appear that he was also a partner in a Timber Merchants, trading under the name Graham, Anderson & Co..
The partners were James Graham of 15 Chatsworth Square, Carlisle; Thomas Anderson, Wetheral, near Carlisle;
and John Story of 18 Windsor Terrace, Newcastle upon Tyne; and they had timber yards at Carlisle, Maryport,
Newcastle and Tyne Docks, South Shields. The partnership was dissolved ‘by mutual consent’ in May 1882, at
which point it seems likely that James moved to Tyne-side to take over the business there. Certainly by 1891 the
family were living in Jesmond, Newcastle, and two of James’s sons, Thomas and James, were listed as Timber
Merchant’s apprentices. The fact that one of the yards was at Tyne Dock suggests that they could have had a role in
ship-building or repairing.
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Edenhall, near Langwathby11.
The near neighbours in Brampton, Christopher John Dobinson and Jessie Jane Graham, became
engaged, and they married in 1881 (on the 16th June, marriage registered in Carlisle). Christopher
continued as a ‘grocer and seed merchant’ and they had three children while living in Brampton,
Ethel (born 1883), Janet Louisa (b 1884), and Margaret Alice (known as Alice, b. 1887). The
following year, the family moved to Ivy House Farm, Low Row, Brampton, but shortly
thereafter Christopher’s spinster aunt, Hannah Dobinson of Throp farm, Upper Denton, went into
serious debt. She had taken over the running of Throp after her brother John died in 1877 but
even with the help of a manager, David Palmer – who was also a nephew, she could not make
ends meet. Christopher, as the other executor of his uncle John’s will, felt obliged to clear the
debt. While they were living at Ivy House, Jessie Jane had another daughter, Winifred, (b. Feb
13th 1896) but the poor child only lived until December 3rd of the same year. Christopher
composed a poem especially for the funeral service. The last verse reads:
“In loving remembrance of Winnie, winsome, dear;
God’s perfect little creature who scarcely shed a tear:
The ties of friendship sever, her flight to homeward bound,
Where everlasting glory, alone in heaven is found.”
Winifred was interred in Low Row Churchyard.
Having cleared off the debt at Throp farm, Christopher decided to move well away from the area,
indeed well away from Cumberland, and took West Farm, Hinwick, Bedfordshire. In 1900 Jesse
Jane had another child, a son who they named Christopher Robert Graham Dobinson (birth
registered in Podington, Beds) and thereafter called ‘Graham’ – no doubt to distinguish him from
his father and grandfather.

Christopher John Dobinson at Hinwick c.1900

11

Robert and Janet Graham retired to Beech House, Temple Sowerby, along with their unmarried daughter Mary.
Janet died on 29th April 1908 and Robert died a year later. They are buried in Temple Sowerby Churchyard. His
probate record reads: Robert Graham of Beech House, Temple Sowerby, retired farmer, died 1 July 1909. Probate
Carlisle 1st March to Mary Graham, spinster, and William Mounsey, Farmer, Effects £1884 1s 8d.” – a minimum of
£153,200 in today’s values.
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Once again circumstances conspired against Christopher John making a success of farming. He
had three horses die of acute “grass sickness” and he was plunged into financial difficulties.
Janet helped out the family finances by having a pony and trap milk-round in Hinwick and
exercising the horses belonging to the local hunt, but times were hard. Desperate to support his
wife and three daughters, Christopher wrote to his cousin, Janie Palmer, a court dressmaker who
lived in Manchester Square, St. Marylebone, London. She telegraphed back to say “come at
once. I will place all three girls un-interviewed.” The family moved to Rosenau Crescent,
Battersea Park – near the Oval Cricket Ground, which suited Christopher as he was a great
cricket fan. He found work as the manager of some stables for dray horses that delivered beer to
public houses and inns. Daughters Ethel and Janet went to work in the counting house (i.e. the
finance department) at Debenhams in Wigmore Street, where Ethel would sleep on the premises.
In the morning Ethel would stand on the doorstep waiting for Janet to arrive. When she did,
Ethel would invariably say to her; “You never can do your hair properly.” and proceed to pull
her hair-do to pieces. Janet, ever the energetic country girl, won a cup for athletics while at
Debenhams. The third daughter, Alice, went to work in the wardrobe department of the actress,
Ellen Terry. She had a hard time as a seamstress, earning a pittance for long hours of work.

‘Janie’ Palmer, first cousin to Christopher
John Dobinson. As court dressmaker she
moved in elevated circles and in 1897 she
married Sir Patrick Rose-Innes whose family
home was in Blackrie, Aberdeenshire. He
studied at Aberdeen University and was
called to the Bar at Lincoln’s Inn in 1878. He
was appointed Recorder of Sandwich and
Ramsgate in 1905 and King’s Counsel in
1912. Jane Rose-Innes died in 1914.

In due course, Ethel Dobinson met an eligible bachelor, William George Hitchins (b. 1880),
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living in the Mile End Road in Stepney, London. William Hitchins worked for his father in a
workshop in Mile End making wooden boxes. The couple were married in Bethnal Green on 23rd
December 1905, and went to live in Hackney. About this time, possibly through William
Hitchin’s connections, Alice met a young accounts clerk by the name of William Alfred Chardin
(b. 1883) living in Pembury Place, Hackney, and a romance ensued.

Christopher John Dobinson in bandsman’s
uniform. Christopher was a first-rate cornet and
trumpet player, frequently winning competitions
such as that held annually at Belle Vue in
Manchester, and would conduct bands when the
opportunity presented itself . He was also a keen
sportsman, being a very good cricketer, and in
1874 won a silver cup for rowing in the Talkin’
Tarn regatta.

Meanwhile, Christopher John had tired of city life, and the Dobinsons moved once again, this
time to Kempster House, Whitchurch, Shropshire. Christopher worked as an agent for
Hewthorn’s, selling polish for horse harnesses and household use. A short time after the move,
Jessie Jane fell ill. Janet left her post at Debenham’s and moved to Whitchurch to look after her
mother. Following her recovery, Jessie Jane travelled up to Cumberland to see her sister Alice. In
the late 1880’s, Alice had moved with her parents Robert and Janet Graham to Luham Farm at
Edenhall, Langwathby. Around 1890 (the date cannot be verified) Alice (now 26y) married
William Mounsey (b.1861), a farmer’s son from Melmerby, and they moved to Black Sykes
farm, Plumpton, Penrith. A boy, James, was born soon afterwards – he was 1½ years old in the
1891 census. By 1901, Robert (then 74y) and Janet Graham had retired - to Beech House,
Temple Sowerby, (in the company of their unmarried daughter, Mary), and left the running of
Luham to their daughter Alice and her husband. Thus, the visit by Jessie Jane Dobinson to her
sister Alice would have been to Edenhall. In this way, Jessie’s daughter, Janet Louisa, came into
contact with the Monkhouse family, and in particular with the personable young man who
delivered meat to the Luham from the Langwathby butcher’s shop. Thus, a young woman whose
parents lived in Shropshire came to fall in love with William Monkhouse from Langwathby.
Janet returned with her mother to the south, and for a short while was employed by Harvey
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Nichols, but the attractions of Langwathby prevailed. She returned to stay at the Luham and the
romance blossomed. Aunt Alice appears to have approved of the match. “You can marry Willie
Monkhouse,” she is reputed to have told Janet, “he’s a good clean man.”

The Luham Farm, Edenhall, Langwathby, photographed in 1890 after Robert
and Janet Graham (and daughters Mary and Alice) had taken up residence
there.

The developing relationships between the two Dobinson sisters and their respective fiancées, one
in London and the other in Langwathby, apparently came to fruition around the same time, and a
double wedding from their parent’s home in Whitchurch was arranged. There, on Easter
Saturday (10th April) 1909 at the Congregational Church, Janet Louisa Dobinson and Alice
Dobinson were married to William Monkhouse and William Chardin.
As a wedding present to his son, John Monkhouse gave William a horse and trap with a carrying
box and a week's supply of meat, informing him that he had to make sufficient profit to keep his
wife and be able to buy next week's supply of meat. There’s nothing like a challenge to start off a
successful married life! But there were other challenges.
William and Janet began their married life in the family home at Scaur House with his parents
and his three unmarried sisters. This was not a happy household. The shadow of Annie Martha’s
death, nine years before, hung over the family like a dark cloud. Unsurprisingly in this gloomy
atmosphere, William’s sisters proved to be ‘difficult’. Emily was very much the ‘boss’, sharptongued and controlling; Ella was the opinionated school ma’am, while Edith was the ‘worker’
and kept her head down. After a few weeks in this unwelcoming, and occasionally hostile,
environment, Janet decided that she had had enough. She gave William an ultimatum. Either
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The double wedding of Janet Dobinson and William Monkhouse, and Alice Dobinson and Will
Chardin, 1909.

Best Man
Elizabeth
(Monkhouse) Monkhouse

William
Janet
William
Alice
Mary
Monkhouse Dobinson Chardin Dobinson Mounsey
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Best Man
(Chardin)

they would both leave and live somewhere else, or she would “go back to Luham”. William
took immediate action and rented a room in the Corner House in the centre of the village, next
door to Eden Terrace. Janet and he moved out of Scaur House – and, arguably, saved their
marriage. Sometime later, they moved into their long-time home, Carleton House.

Emily Monkhouse standing outside Scaur House. William and his new wife, Janet, did not stay
long in the family home. A few weeks after taking up residence, they departed, and sometime later
moved into their own home, Carleton House. [Jim Monkhouse]

With his marriage to Janet Dobinson, William became closely linked to the Graham family. His
mother-in-law, Jessie Jane Graham, had three sisters and two brothers. One sister, Margaret Ann,
died in infancy. The older sister, Mary, remained unmarried and lived with her parents. The
other sister, Alice Graham - two years younger than Jessie Jane, was living at the Luham with
her husband William Mounsey. Following her parents’ deaths in Temple Sowerby, Mary moved
back to the Luham in 1909 and lived with her sister Alice and husband up to her death in 1928.
So William saw a good deal of his wife’s aunts, Mary and Alice, in and around Langwathby. Not
so her Graham uncles. The younger of Jessie Jane’s brothers, Robert Graham, became a woollen
manufacturer (like his father Robert) and married a girl (Kate) who was also from Whitchurch,
Shropshire. They lived in Huddersfield for most of their married lives. 12 It was the younger
brother, William Graham, who provided another dose of family intrigue.
Some time before 1881 William left the family home. In the census return of that year he was
lodging in Warminster, Wiltshire, and described as a ‘seedsman’, but within a year he was in
China. The 1882 North China Desk Hong business directory lists William Graham working with
Mr. W.L. Hunter, a tea inspector for Adamson, Bell & Co in Foochow (now Fuzhou). He
12

In the 1911 census, Robert and his wife were living at 53 Wheathouse Road, Huddersfield, with their three
children, Robert Victor (aged 14), Edith Floria (10) and Elliot (9).
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continued in this position until 1890 when Adamson and Bell faced bankruptcy. Although the
firm was rescued in 1891 by one of its employees, George Dodwell, William appears to have
parted company with W.L. Hunter and joined the firm of Jardine, Matheson & Company. The
latter had extensive interests in China, and between 1890 and 1903 William worked for them in
Foochow acting as the company’s agent dealing with tea exports and reporting to them on the
opium trade.13 As Jardine Matheson’s Tea Inspector, William became an influential figure in the
large expatriate community in Foochow, and in due course became the Vice-Chairman of the
General Chamber of Commerce in the town. In December 1895, the now 36 years old William
married 21 year old Ursula Winifred (‘Queenie’) Westall,
daughter of a fellow Foochow merchant, Robert Richard
Westall. The marriage took place at the British Episcopal
Church and, for the official ceremony, at the British Consulate
in Foochow. Between 1899 and 1901, however, political events
in China took a sinister turn as far as the British community
was concerned. The so-called ‘Boxer Rebellion’ aimed at
overthrowing foreign imperialism and Christianity was
underway in and around Peking. Many foreigners were
slaughtered and in June 1900 the Dowager Empress declared
war on all foreign powers. Although by September 1901 the
rebellion had been suppressed, it had generated a great deal of
anxiety among foreign businesses and the expatriate
community. Many people decided to leave China, including the
Grahams. We know that William was still in Foochow in
February 1903 because in that month he signed a codicil to his
1895 will, but it is highly likely that Ursula departed ahead of
this date, such was the state of agitation. An earlier return could
have provided the opportunity for Ursula to meet Dr Selina
Fitzherbert Fox, a lady who was destined to become her life-long companion.14
Ursula ‘Queenie’ Graham ,
wife of William Graham,
photographed in Foochow,
China - July 1898

Within a few weeks of William’s return to London, however, he was on the move again. In April
1903, William set off for New York to find a position and a suitable property for him and his
13

William Graham’s business letters are stored in the Jardine Matheson Archive at Cambridge University and can
be viwed with the permission of Jardine Matheson.
14
Dr Selena (‘Lena’) Fox (1871-1958) was the daughter of the eminent civil engineer Sir Francis Fox. She was the
first female to graduate in medicine from the University of Durham (1899). In 1900 she went out to India for the
Zenana Bible and Medical Mission as assistant medical officer at the Lady Kinnaird Memorial Hospital, Lucknow,
but her health could not stand up to the climate and she had to return to England. She arrived in Bermondsey in
1901, working at the Church Missionary Society's medical centre. When the work there had to be curtailed, Dr. Fox
was so concerned with the poverty and need for medical care of the women and children in the area that she founded
the Bermondsey Medical Mission in 1904. In addition to her sterling work with the Bermondsey Mission, she was
the author of an anthology A chain of prayer across the ages: Forty centuries of prayer published in 1913. The
preface to this book reveals further evidence of the close relationship between Selena and Ursula; “ The work of
finding and verifying the source, together with the more difficult task of selection, has been lightened by the everready and untiring help and sympathy of my friend, Mrs. William Graham, who throughout has done so much not
only to guide my endeavours but to facilitate the labour of research.” Evidently a successful book, she constantly
updated it through seven editions, the last being published just two years before her death in 1958.
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wife. Sailing on RMS Oceania from Liverpool, he entered New York via Ellis Island on April
29th 1903. Unfortunately, just a few weeks later - on 4 June, he collapsed in an Estate Agent’s
office and died. William left his entire estate (£2,877, equivalent to £277,400 in today’s money)
to Ursula, apart from an annual payment of £120 to his parents for their lifetime. In 1904 her
friend Dr Fox opened the Bermondsey Medical Mission Hospital for Women and Children and
acted as its director for the remainder of her working life. Ursula lived with Dr Fox and worked
in a voluntary capacity at the Mission from 1905 onwards. She gave a great deal of time and
energy to the institution and, after Ursula’s death in 1940, the Concert Hall at the hospital was
re-named the Graham Hall in her honour.

Graham family group at the Luham [undated]. The old lady is Janet Graham while the
bewhiskered gentleman on the left is her husband Robert. He is holding the hand of his
unmarried daughter Mary. The woman in the beautiful pale dress with the wasp waist is Ursula
Graham - looking rather wistful. The woman at the front with her elbow resting on Janet's lap
is likely to be her daughter Alice, and the other gentleman is presumed to be her husband
William Mounsey. The young woman to the left of Ursula has her left hand resting in the
crook of Ursula's arm - obviously an affectionate gesture, and we believe this to be Dr Selina
Fitzherbert Fox. The most likely explanation for an occasion that brought Ursula and Selina up
from London and the older Graham's over from Temple Sowerby to this gathering at the
Luham, seems to us to be the imminent departure for the United States of William Graham.
This would place the reunion in March/April 1903. William was a keen photographer and we
imagine him to be the man behind the camera!
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As for William Monkhouse’s father-in-law, Christopher John Dobinson, he didn’t stay long in
Shropshire. In the 1911 census, he and Jessie Jane, together with their 11 year old son Graham,
were living at ‘The Briar’ in Wigton Road, Carlisle. The former grocer and former farmer, was
now described as a ‘commercial traveller’. They probably moved back to be near to his mother,
Louisa Jane Dobinson, who lived with Christopher’s younger sister, Abigail, at Dinmont House
on the edge of Gilsland. Gilsland. a town midway between Carlisle and Hexham, had a
reputation as a ‘spa’ and inland resort, and Abigail (who was unmarried) made a good living
taking in guests who came to ‘take the waters’. Unfortunately, Abigail died suddenly at the age
of 45 on 27th July 1912, and Christopher and Jessie Jane moved to Dinmont House to look after
his mother. Louisa Jane inherited all Abigail’s effects – furniture and other belongings, and these
were valued at £472-9s-4d.15 In order to accommodate their joint possessions, Christopher, Jessie
Jane, son Graham and the mother, Louisa Jane, moved into a larger house – ‘The Hill’ at
Gilsland. Built originally in 1595, “The Hill” was a very substantial property situated close to
Hadrian’s Wall.

Dobinson family group outside Dinmont House, Gilsland. The house dates from the late 17th
century and has associations with the character, Dandy Dinmont, in Walter Scott’s novel Guy
Mannering – a book partly set in this locality.

While at the Hill, Christopher’s interest in music flourished, and he used his contacts within the
15

Just to put this inheritance into perspective, at today’s values it would be worth £36,500 using the RPI or
£154,000 using average earnings.
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world of brass band music to good effect. He would arrange for some of the North’s premier
bands, like the Black Dyke Mills band, to perform at the annual Gilsland Show. He also took up
the breeding of smooth-haired fox terriers. These interests were of great value to him after
suffering a stroke in 1917. The stroke badly affected his speech but he was able to continue with
his activities.

“The Hill” at Gilsland. Situated only 300yds
from Hadrian’s Wall, the house is of ancient
origin and because of its proximity to the Wall
had to be fortified as a defence against the
‘reivers’ – the cross-border raiders.

A Dobinson family gathering at The Hill, 1914. Lousia Jane, Jessie Jane and Christopher
John Dobinson are seated at the front.

Christopher John was the sole beneficiary following the death of Louisa Jane in 1924 (aged 90).
They inherited all the contents of the house (The Hill itself being rented), but were forced to sell
most of these soon afterwards to maintain an income. When their son Graham, who was
employed in the bank, had to move to a position in Cockermouth, his parents decided to move
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there as well. They rented a much smaller house, at 10 Main Street, which was more
commensurate with their limited income. In 1926, Graham married Jean Perry Sowerby (b.
1902), the daughter of Thomas Parker Sowerby, who had a butcher’s shop just across the road
from Dinmont House in Gilsland. Just a year after his son’s wedding, Christopher John died at
his home in Cockermouth. He was 69.
A year later, in 1928, Jessie Jane moved to Langwathby to live with her daughter Janet and
family. She moved out in 1931 to live in one of the first Council houses to be built in
Langwathby, and she called the house ‘Barharrow’, after the farm belonging to her Scottish
relatives in the Gatehouse of Fleet. Her granddaughter and namesake, Jessie, would go down to
Barharrow to sleep with her every night. By 1935 Jessie Jane could no longer manage on her
own, and she returned to live with Janet and William at Scaur House. This arrangement lasted
until the late summer of 1938 when she moved down to the London area and was looked after in
turn by her other two daughters, Ethel in Surrey and Alice in Essex. She died in 1943 while
staying with Will and Alice Chardin at Wheatcroft, Harrow Drive, Romford16. Unable to bring
her body back North because of the War, she was interred in Hornchurch Cemetery.

A Dobinson family group c. 1923. Christopher John ‘Granda’ Dobinson is in the centre with
little Jim Monkhouse standing on the step below. He is flanked on the left by Jean Sowerby
(who later married Graham Dobinson) – who is holding her young sister, Diana. To the left of
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William Palmer Monkhouse with Janet and their five children, left to right Philip, Jim,
Jack, Jessie and Arthur c. 1924

We left William Palmer Monkhouse and Janet in their early days at Carleton House, and over the
next nine years they were to have five children, but this time the opposite way around to his
father, with four boys and one girl.
John (Jack) Palmer: born 15 February 1910
Jessie Margaret: b. 28 May 1911
William Arthur: b. 1 August 1914
Philip Graham: b. 7 July 1916
James (Jim) Chris: b. 22 August 1918
Towards the end of 1917, William and family moved from Carleton House to Eden Terrace, and
it was there that the youngest child, James Chris, was born.
The butchery business flourished and William travelled around the villages of the Eden valley
selling meat from his pony and trap. The 1909 wedding present had been further adapted over
the years; it had a box-like cupboard at the back with a hinged drop-down door that served as a
chopping board. The cupboard had air holes to promote ventilation complete with perforated zinc
to prevent the entry of flies during the summer. There was no cover for the driver, William had
to endure everything that the elements threw at him, and there were none of the hygiene
regulations that would apply to the transport and open sale of meat nowadays.
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William Monkhouse’s pony and trap decked out for the May Day celebrations c.1920. The
horse is led by Tommy Little who began working for William in August 1918. Taking a ride in
the trap are Jack (on the left) and Arthur Monkhouse in the middle, with John Holliday from
Town Head farm sitting on the right. (Jim Monkhouse)

The building opposite the back door at Eden Terrace (now Bank Side) was used as a
slaughterhouse. A smaller building beside it was where the sheep were hungered for 24 hours
prior to slaughter. Immediately above the slaughter house there used to be another building with
a coal-fired ‘set pot’ which was where the black puddings and the hams were boiled for farm
sales. Every Monday, Janet used to cook trays of pearl barley to put into the black puddings, but
usually cooked too much so that some of the roast barley ended up as a different kind of
‘pudding’ – as dessert, with a drop of cream on if available.
By 1928 and now 10 years of age Jim was expected to take a hand in the butchers shop cutting
up meat, and he recalls the poultry side of the business. “I remember Auntie Edith rendering
down the lard, which was the fat lining in the pigs, then giving the residue called "crinklings" to
the hens, thereby giving them some protein which helped them to lay eggs. In the winter time it
was not natural for hens to lay, but with crinklings and scraps of meat from the potted meat
operation as well, we always had a few eggs. Normally hens lay in the spring and the summer
time and it is then that you put your surplus eggs into a "crock" and fill it up with water-glass to
preserve them. You could not call them fresh eggs but they were better than none at all, and all
right to bake with. Any broken pot around the place used to be smashed up into little pieces and
thrown to the hens, to help them to digest their food. It acted as a grinder, in the gizzard. I can
picture ‘Pot’ Lowther from Penrith with his horse and trap coming once per month with all kinds
of pots, brushes, shovels etc. as pottery was the main material for drinking vessels and storage
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jars in those days.”
“When a pig was slaughtered on a farm, that being only when there was an R in the month, the
sides of the pig and the hams used to be dry salt cured. All the bits and pieces of lean meat and
sometimes a shoulder, used to be made into sausages. In the absence of refrigeration, these were
either salted or placed in an earthenware pot and the hot lard poured over them to seal them from
the atmosphere.”
During 1930, Scaur House, the family home of the Monkhouse's since 1887, became the centre
of excitement. Jim Monkhouse writes; “My Aunts Emily, Edith, Elizabeth and Uncle Tom had
built new homes at Woodcroft, these houses being the first to be built above the railway, up
Storey Bank. The reason why no houses were built above the railway, was the lack of water and
sewerage. Water was found in the adjacent field from a spring, and was pumped up high enough
to feed back to the houses and to the farm buildings. The pump was driven by a petrol engine,
which was to start every other day, to keep the water tank full. Father was intending moving
from Eden Terrace to Scaur House, after certain alterations were done. As was the building
pattern in olden days, the corner stones in the foundations at Scaur House consisted of a huge
flinty cobble which stretched from inside the rooms to the outside. There were no such things as
cavity walls; in winter time these cornerstones were always wet with condensation inside the
house. Abraham Armstrong a builder from High Hesket, decided to try and chip off the inside of
a cornerstone. He not only succeeded in chipping off some of the stone, but managed to let the
whole gable end down, rendering the whole northern end of Scaur House useless. A decision was
taken to pull down half of the house and rebuild. Accordingly this was done. The old stone was
tipped over the Scar edge, and the new Scaur House was built with Culgaith bricks, and with a
cavity wall.” The unexpected dismantling and rebuilding of Scaur House cost around £1000
(about £100,000 in today’s values), a sum that would have put a big dent in the family’s
finances.

Scaur House after the accidental demolition of the gable end and subsequent re-building in
1930. (Jim Monkhouse)
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For four years, from 1930 to 1934, William, who was now more involved selling animal feeds
manufactured by Silcock’s of Liverpool than in retail butchering, lost money each year.
According to Jim; “By 1935 Arthur was keeping the books for the family business. The business
had been anything but successful over the last few years possibly due to father having had a fair
amount of expense rearing his family and giving them what education he could afford. Father
was seriously considering selling out altogether and buying a farm in the Gatehouse of Fleet
area, where they would be alongside the family’s Scottish relations. There were signs that
farming was improving and if farming is good, then business's allied to agriculture prosper in the
same way.” Certainly, over the next couple of years, the butchering business began to pick up.

Barharrow, Gatehouse of
Fleet, Kirkcudbrightshire

William Palmer Monkhouse (left) on a
visit to Barharrow, standing with his
host John Graham complete with ‘plusfours’.
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Jim recalls; “On the farm we were feeding quite a lot of pigs. We bought 8 week old weaner pigs
from Darlington and fed them to bacon weight for winter slaughter to cure into bacon and hams.
We had a very good trade for hams, Silcocks used to take 50 at Christmas time. Father had
mastered the art of curing, previously it had been difficult to cure around the bone of the ham,
very often they turned out tainted, but by pumping salt water (brine) into the thick part of the
ham near the bone it solved this problem,”
The outbreak of war brought new problems. Jim writes; “Arthur, Philip and Jack were all in the
forces. Father was adamant that I had to stay and help him with the business. He had been
through one war, and as he was in his mid-60's, he said if I was taken from him he would pack in
altogether. Thus, father and I held the farm and the business together.”
Towards the end of the war, he and Janet moved out of Scaur House and across to ‘Sandstone’ to
live next to their daughter Jessie in Town Head. At the outset this was a temporary arrangement
“to see out the duration of the war” but it became permanent.

‘Sandstone’, the house
adjoining the Town
Head farm-house, that
William and Janet
Monkhouse occupied in
their later years.

Gradually W.P. relinquished control of the business. He and Janet entered into a quiet retirement
at ‘Sandstone’, but they only had to look across the road to keep up with any developments at
Scaur House.
Janet was to die first, on 23 July 1959. Andrew has fond memories of her; “She was a great
socialiser, kept in touch and visited the wider family, and was involved in many village
activities, Chapel and the W.I. She also sang alto in quartets and choirs, and wrote poetry. She
was such a bright and cheerful lady.” William survived her for less than two years and died on
27 March 1961 in Langwathby.
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William and Janet
Monkhouse photographed
early in 1959. Janet died a
few months later (23 July
1959) and William died on
27 March 1961.

John (Jack) Palmer MONKHOUSE: 1910 – 1988
Jack was born at Carleton House, Langwathby, on 15 February 1910. He lived for most of his
young life with his aunts, Emily and Edith, at Scaur House. Before he was old enough for school,
his sister Jessie remembered him hiding in the gooseberry bushes because he didn’t want to go to
Scaur House and suffer the attentions of his adoring aunts who were ready and waiting for his
arrival. From 1914-22, he attended Langwathby CE School (where he was taught by another
aunt, Aunt Ella). When a fourth child was born to the family (James arrived in 1918), Jack would
stay with his aunts during the week and come home only at weekends. When he was 12 he went
to Penrith Grammar School (1922-28). After school he joined the Westminster Bank in Carlisle
and then worked at branches throughout Cumberland “on supply”.
In 1941 he was called up for military service and joined the RAF and for the remainder of the
war served at several different radar stations through Great Britain and Northern Ireland. On
leaving the Air Force in 1945, he candidated for the Methodist Ministry, was accepted, and then
trained at the Hartley Victoria College in Manchester. He served his probationer year at Cecil
Street Chapel in Carlisle and, following ordination, went to Blackburn Trinity for a year. He then
moved to Maryport in Cumberland and served there for three years. While at Maryport, in
October 1949, he married Audrey Miller. They then moved to Currock, Carlisle, and had their
first child John Graham (born 10th February 1953). From the Carlisle Circuit he went to
Sedbergh (1959-64) and while there they had their second child, Judith Mary (1st August 1963).
Jack then moved to Leeds to be minister at the Crossgates Chapel (1964-69). His final ministry
was at Stockton-on-Tees, and he retired in August 1974.
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Rev Jack Monkhouse and Audrey
Miller on their wedding day – 19th
October 1949, in Maryport.

Jack had his first stroke in April 1981, whilst he was still living at Middlesborough and shortly
before his return to Langwathby. On his visits to see Auntie Ella in the past, he had always
intimated to her that someday he would return to live in Woodcroft. He had sold Auntie Ella's
house to Philip Braithwaite, and was in the process of extending the other house, the work being
done by Bill Todd of KO. This was completed by early summer, so along with Audrey and
Judith, they moved in to Woodcroft in July 1981.
In his final years, Jack became a much loved ‘great uncle’ to the boys at Town Head. He called
there most days and spent hours playing snooker with them on their miniature table. Jack died on
14th September 1988.

Jessie Margaret MONKHOUSE: 1911 – 2011
Jessie was born at Carleton House, Langwathby, on 28th May 1911 and died two months after
her 100th birthday. Although she spent all her long life in Langwathby, she lived in six different
houses.
Late in life, Jessie wrote an account of her life “with apologies to members of the family who
know more about it than I do”! “I was born on a Sunday afternoon between 3pm and 5pm on,
I’m informed, a very hot day. Dr Williamson and District Nurse Wilson, the midwife, who were
both resident in the village, were in attendance at my birth. I was playfully told that my nose was
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flat, and I had my father’s feet. Now, eighty years on, I still have both attributes and they have
served me well. Am I supposed to remember that at one year old I had my photograph taken with
my elder brother (Jack - 2yrs 3mnths) a process that took, I’m told, 1½ to 2 hours, but would
seem to have been a success since a very large portrait has survived.” One of Jessie’s earliest
memories is the time that “Jack arrived home from school with measles and passed it on to the
rest of the children. The family were attended by Dr Stephenson from Temple Sowerby because
their own doctor, young Dr. Williamson, had been called up to serve in the Great War”. They all
recovered, but Jessie was left with an eye problem and had to wear orange glasses for several
months. The orange glasses no doubt accounted for the vividness of this early memory.

William Monkhouse
astride his prized
possession, his BSA
motorbike. Young Jessie
sits in the sidecar while
Janet stands behind, no
doubt summoning up her
courage before clambering
in as well. (Jim
Monkhouse)

“About this time my mother had a nursemaid named Jeannie Carruthers and on 1-8-1914 brother
Arthur appeared. At this time my mother was ill for about 6 weeks. Two years later Philip
Graham came on the scene, 7-9-16.” Jessie contracted another illness in the Spring of 1917. “I
somehow developed mumps,” she recalled; “and I was sent away to stay with Great Aunt Alice
at ‘The Luham’ at this time. I had to have a scarf tied around my head and neck ‘to keep my
glands warm’ they told me.” Alice was the former Alice Graham (b. 1863) who had married
William Mounsey and taken over The Luham farm from her parents who had retired, along with
their unmarried daughter Mary, to Beech House, Temple Sowerby. “I don’t have many memories
of those first six years” wrote Jessie; “but I do remember my surroundings, the house, the
garden, ‘Ginger’ the horse and my father’s motor-bike and sidecar – very posh – B.S.A. 1912,
which was used to take us to my grandparents at Gilsland.”
“Sometime between 1917 and 1918 my parents moved from Carleton House to Bank House,
Eden Terrace, prior to the birth of another baby (James Chris, b. 22 August 1918) and I was sent
away, this time to Aunt Ethel in London, to keep me occupied I guess. I was 7 years old and
remember picnics on Chorleywood Common with Aunt and two cousins, Graham and Warren
(Bob - in later life).” Jessie’s aunt Ethel (Dobinson) and her husband William Hitchins, had two
sons named William Graham (born 1909 in Hackney) and John Warren (b. 1912 also in
Hackney). As we have seen, the family tended to use any of the forenames given to their
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children, but how Warren became Bob is mystifying. “My visit ended in my being returned
home in September with diphtheria and I went to the Isolation Hospital in Penrith. After three
weeks my father took me to Gilsland to stay with my Grannie and Grandfather Dobinson (Jessie
Jane and Christopher John), and Great Grannie Dobinson (Louisa J. Dobinson). I lived there (at
The Hill in Gilsland) and went to school until, I think, the following summer (when I think my
parents owed it to me to go home). Alas, things were now different, oh so different.”

Langwathby School c.1920. Back row from left: Willie Stamper, George Horn, Evelyn Strong, Jessie

Monkhouse, Marion Winter, Olive Holmes, Elsie Hope, Mary Winter, Fred Metcalfe, Billlie Fisher,
Bobby Dalzell, and the Headteacher, John Armstrong Shaw. Middle row from left: Doris Stamper, Nellie
Thompson, Arthur Holmes, A. Proud, Bill Birkbeck, Olive & Margaret Hope, Joyce Nicholson, Ethel
Jessie’s education was curtailed by demands at home. Her mother became ill and, as the only
Allen, Olive Strong, J. Norman, William Armstrong, Jimmy Horn, Stanley Cannon, Arthur Monkhouse,
daughter, she was required to give up school and stay at home to help run the house and care for
Kathleen Cowperthwaite. Front row from left: F. Slee, G. Thompson, W. Allan, Ivan Britten, George
her mother. Later she worked in the family butcher’s business, serving in the shop and other
Hope,
John Holliday, Walter Horn, Jack Monkhouse, Henry Briten, Leslie Howe.
duties.
Jessie attended Langwathby C E School until the age of 12. She recalls; “I was delighted to be
leaving, and moved to a day school called ‘Ingledene’ in Carlisle, travelling by train from
Langwathby. The teacher, Miss Tinkler, gave me a taste for English Grammar & Literature
including the ‘Merchant of Venice’ and ‘Julius Caesar’ – and I found a great thirst in myself for
knowledge which had been denied me in earlier days. I was reasonably good at Mathematics but
not enthusiastic about it; Literature, Music & Poetry were subjects which attracted me, and I
enjoyed every moment of my two and a half years there. My education had only really just begun
when I had to leave.”
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Church and Chapel were prominent in Jessie’s childhood. When at home she attended Sunday
School at Langwathby Methodist Chapel. On visits to Gilsland, she attended Church of England
services with her grandmother (Dobinson) and at other times went to the Methodist Chapel
where her grandfather conducted the choir. Her ecumenical outlook was further broadened by
visits with her aunt Alice to the Christian Science Church, where the Wednesday meeting was
devoted to testimonies of healing and these had a considerable effect on the impressionable
Jessie. At the age of 15 she went with Aunt Alice to the First Church of Christ Scientist in
London. On holiday at Barharrow in Gatehouse of Fleet, she went with her hosts John and
Isabelle Graham to the nearby Church of Scotland in the village of Borgue.

Jessie Margaret Monkhouse aged 19y (taken
in 1930)

As a young woman Jessie involved herself in the social life of the village and, in particular,
became involved in ‘the Guild’ – a gathering of young people from the Kirkoswald Methodist
Circuit, of which Langwathby Chapel was part. She played tennis with Freda Holliday from
Town Head Farm, and increasingly fell into the company of Freda’s younger brother, John.
In 1937 she married John Benson Holliday and the newly-weds moved in with John’s parents at
Town Head. John worked on the farm while Jessie took a share of the indoor work. Her motherin-law continued to suffer poor health, but they did have two servants to help out; one worked in
the house while the other was an ‘outside’ servant helping with the hens and the butter
production. Jessie recalled that at that time the farm made lots of butter –approximately 80 lbs in
summer and 30 lbs in winter. “The butter, the best in the area, was sold at 2/6d (half a crown) a
pound, a price that never varied.”
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Jessie Monkhouse and John Benson
Holliday’s wedding on 17th May
1937. They are standing outside
Scaur House, Langwathby.

The farm workers were paid 37/6d per week plus milk, potatoes and firewood (the “perks”).
Milk was served morning and night from jugs on the ‘kist’ in the kitchen. At Town Head, the kist
was a piece of furniture with two hinged lids over containers for flour and oatmeal that were
lined with white kitchen paper and, between these containers, three drawers. The oatmeal came
from oats grown on the farm; a sackful was taken to Atkinson’s mill at Little Salkeld and
brought back filled with the ground meal. The flour was purchased, again by the sackful, from J
& J Graham, Grocers, of Penrith.
The meals for the farm workers were substantial. After milking, at 7 am, there was porridge
(served with milk and cream) followed by bread and butter and home-made jam or marmalade.
At 9.30am there was ‘family’ breakfast, always cooked – bacon, eggs etc, and coffee, followed
by morning prayers and a scripture reading. The main meal of the day shared by family and
workers was served at 12 noon. Tea time was at 3pm, served to the family around the kitchen
table, but taken out to the men in the fields or outbuildings. At 6pm there was supper for all –
usually a cooked meal. At 9pm there was a bedtime drink and a biscuit for those in the house.
Such was the daily pattern.
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In 1938, in anticipation of John and Jessie ‘starting a family’ (Jessie was pregnant at this time),
they began to divide the Town Head farmhouse into two homes. Their first child, Michael, was
born in July 1938, and shortly after Jessie returned home with the baby, the final doorway
between the two houses was sealed and the internal rearrangement completed – Town Head for
John and Jessie, and ‘Sandstone’ for John’s parents. After this time no more residential farm
workers were taken on, and the resident maids were reduced from two to one, namely Rita
Davidson from Glassonby, who was to help Jessie. The separation was part of the process of
‘retirement’ for T.W. and Mary Holliday, a difficult business as the aging father relinquished his
hold on the business and his son took on new responsibilities. John decided to add a large
battery-hen unit and this necessitated the hiring of a poultry man, Dick Newsham, who had
trained at Newton Rigg. Dick eventually married Rita Davidson and they had two children, a girl
and a boy.
Jessie and John had barely settled down to family life when War was declared, and shortly
afterwards the farm was plunged into even greater activity. The farm was ordered to suspend the
making of butter; the separator had to go, being replaced by a milk cooler, and all the milk went
to the Milk Board. Evacuees arrived at Town Head from Newcastle, to be allocated to various
farms around the village. Jessie explained; “One of the evacuees, a young girl, went to my
mother (Janet Monkhouse), ‘Grandma’ Holliday (i.e. Jessie’s mother-in-law living next door)
had a boy plus her nephew Philip’s wife (Alice) and child, Geoffrey, from London, for the winter
of 1939. I too had a mother and daughter stay on at Town Head for a time”. The mother returned
to her home town after only six weeks, but her daughter remained at Town Head for two years.
Meantime other evacuees arrived from London and Glasgow, but they didn’t stay long. They
soon went back to the cities carrying supplies of baby clothes and other donated goods.

1939: Nurse Wilson with a group of evacuees from Newcastle. These children were accompanied
by one of their teachers, Nancy Coldwell, who later became the wife of Jim Monkhouse. (Jim
Monkhouse)

The Hollidays had lost their house-maids to the war effort, but the situation was eased by the
arrival of land-girls on the farm. One particularly helpful girl was Vera Watt, a farmer’s daughter
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from Roman Way, Plumpton. Nevertheless Jessie continued to look for a live-in maid. An
advertisement in the Farmers’ Weekly resulted in the arrival at Town Head of a London girl – “a
ward of Lady Cottesloe, Bucks”- who had been bombed out of her home in the blitz. She proved
to be a competent, intelligent and religious ‘girl’ (aged 28) who, in her spare time, read ‘Winnie
the Pooh’ books to Michael. She stayed for two years; time enough for Michael to speak with a
Cockney accent when he started school! During this time, Jessie and John’s second son, Andrew
Benson, was born (29th November 1941). The maid left Town Head shortly afterwards to do
outside work on a farm north of Carlisle, and Jessie took on ‘daily helps’ rather than look for
another resident helper.
Jessie joined the Women’s Voluntary Service and one of her jobs was to distribute baby food to
young mothers who would call at Town Head with their food stamps. She also attended 12
lectures on the effects of poison gas and, on behalf of the WVS, became the distributor of gas
masks to the local residents. “I don’t think any of us could see ourselves using them – especially
the complicated ones for young babies. ‘Praise be to God’ we never had to.”
Meanwhile John was co-opted onto the County War Agricultural Committee, a role that involved
him spending much of his time on the road, visiting farms throughout Cumberland and ensuring
that they were being managed efficiently and that the farmers were producing the full quota of
foodstuffs of most benefit to the war effort.

Three generations of Hollidays. ‘T.W.’ and Mary with John and Jessie and
baby Michael. The young girl. who appears to be fascinated by Mary’s dress,
is John’s neice, Barbara Bilsby. Herbert and Freda (Holliday) Bilsby were on
a visit to Langwathby to see the new baby. (Judy Dixon)
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In 1942 John’s mother died at the age of 66 from a brain haemorrhage. In the immediate
aftermath, the grieving ‘T.W.’ was taken back into Town Head – at least for the short term. It
was to prove a difficult matter, and ‘the short term’ was to last many years. Early in 1943, with
T.W. refusing to return to Sandstone, it was decided to let the house – furnished, for one year in
the first instance.
In February 1944, Jessie suffered a miscarriage. “I nearly died through persistent haemorrhage,”
Jessie recalled; “It took me many months to recover. I shall never ever be afraid of dying...
Miscarriage is so unnatural and emotionally upsetting.” In this time of distress and nervous
exhaustion, Jessie was faced once again with the problem of the house next door. The lease
terminated at Easter 1944, and it was decided “after a great deal of thought” that Jessie’s parents,
William and Janet Monkhouse, should occupy Sandstone “for the duration of the War.” At the
end of the War, however, her parents were reluctant to move out. As Jessie explained in later
years; “Since he (her father) was frail and the Doctor said he was ill-advised to move, they
stayed out their life span, Mother died in1959, after 50 years of marriage, and Father in 1961”.
Thus, the war finished with T.W. in residence in the farm-house, Jessie’s parents living next door
and a husband and two sons to look after. Then Jessie became pregnant again. Their third child,
Christabel Margaret - ‘Meg’, was born on 26 April 1946. Jessie’s state of health remained
‘fragile’ after the pregnancy. She claimed to have had a ‘sugar problem’ during the war, often
feeling faint after meals, and she continued to take ‘a sugar treatment’ thereafter. She never
enjoyed robust health and for the next few years was in low spirits. By 1955 she was
complaining of ‘sheer exhaustion’. Her later recollection was that; “In Easter 1955, Christabel
Margaret went to Fyling Hall Boarding School, near Brackenbrough, the start of 8 years school
life. I had been very poorly, and with the engaging of one Constance Bellas, who took the
housekeeping off my shoulders, I slowly regained my strength. I now had three trunks to pack
(her sons, Michael and Andrew, had been boarding at Brookfield School in Wigton for several
years), weekly letters to write, and tuck parcels to dispatch – as well as emergencies which had a
habit of arising unexpectedly, illness or injuries for example, speech days etc.”
Following the deaths of Jessie’s parents, the two houses - Sandstone and Town Head, were once
again re-united, and her family eagerly utilised the extra space. Meanwhile, T.W.’s health had
begun to fail, and he suffered worsening memory loss and disorientation. For a time he went into
lodgings in Penrith, “to be by his beloved auction”, but this didn’t work out. Finally, in 1959 he
went to stay with his daughter, Freda, who lived in Ilkley, West Yorkshire. Every day T.W. went
for long walks, frequently being brought home after a phone call from either Mrs Wilkinson at
the White Wells Café or by one of the Passionist Fathers at the monastery in Middleton. On one
occasion in November 1961, however, there was no phone call and he didn’t return home. He
had become lost on Ilkley Moor and was out all night. As a consequence he developed
pneumonia and died a few days later.
Jessie and John were faithful members of the Methodist Church and regularly attended
Langwathby Chapel. For many years John was an active Local Preacher, and Jessie played the
organ for Sunday services and took part in the musical life of the Circuit, frequently singing in
the Circuit Choir. She remembered with particular enthusiasm the years that the Choir was
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conducted by Mr Arthur Gowland, “whose choice of music was the most enlightening.” There
were performances with non-church choirs as well; she sang with the W.I. Choir when they
competed in the Carlisle Music Festival. Such was their close involvement with the chapel, it
seemed appropriate that in later life when Jessie and John were to withdraw from Town Head,
they had a bungalow, ‘Springway’, built on a plot of land next to the chapel. They vacated
‘Sandstone’ on November 6th 1976, leaving it and the farmhouse to Michael, his wife Jean, and
their growing family.

A family group assemble outside ‘Springway’ 1980. L to R: Ron Stark,
young John, Michael, Tim (kneeling), Jean, Jessie holding Philip, Meg
holding her baby Andrew, John Benson and Mark, and Andrew (Sr.) (Judy
Dixon)

John Benson Holliday died after a heart attack in 1983. Jessie then lived independently for many
years, and this time was punctuated by family events, some good, others sad. According to
Jessie, 1988 was a “confusing year with some upheavals. Uncle Jack finally came to rest after a
most distressing time in hospital with another stroke. His funeral service was held in
Wordsworth Street Chapel, Penrith; friends and relations filled the church, after which he was
laid to rest in a rather secluded corner of Langwathby Cemetery, where my dear husband was the
first to be laid, then Jeanne, Arthur’s wife followed 1yr later by Arthur himself, and now Jack.”
In May 1991, Jessie celebrated her 80th birthday with a grand party n the Village Hall. No less
than 86 guests assembled from all parts of the country – London, Wales, Winchester, Shropshire,
Yorkshire, Northumbria and Cumbria. “A most enjoyable evening followed the meal, concluded
by singers from Gamblesby. A great mixture of friends of other days, friends of more recent
times and relations. John Richard (Holliday) did the honours very well with a speech most
acceptable.” This family celebration was soon followed by another – Jean and Michael’s Silver
Wedding. “A lovely 4 course luncheon at Brantwood, Stainton, and for the more energetic
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members of the party a walk around Hollin Fell – the older ones by car – went over Martindale
Hawse to meet them. A most exquisite time was spent by all, with Wedding Cake and wine at
Town Head. Uncle Jim gave a remarkable speech on the most exciting year in the Holliday
calendar.”
In October 1998 Jessie records her surprise at “another relative arriving out of the blue”. In fact
there were two visitors, Jean and Elsie, granddaughters of “father’s eldest sister Annie Martha,
who died at an early age, but left one daughter”. The sisters stayed with Jim and paid “a very
pleasant, if somewhat emotional visit” to Jessie.

28th May 2011: Jessie’s 100th Birthday – a great occasion celebrated with family and friends.
Here she is photographed with her three children, Margaret, Andrew and Michael Holliday
(Judy Dixon)

As Jessie’s health and strength began to fail, her son Andrew moved in to Springway to help care
for her. Then in 2008, Andrew completed the building of a bungalow alongside High Farm,
across the road from Town Head. Jessie moved down the road to live with him, and Andrew
ensured that her final few years were spent in companionable comfort. Her 100th birthday party
on 28th May 2011 was a splendid affair; an ‘open house’ event attended by family and friends,
many of whom had travelled considerable distances to pay their respects to a remarkable lady.
Sadly, it was only to be a few weeks before many returned to Langwathby for her funeral on 28 th
July 2011. Jessie was the last child of William Palmer Monkhouse to die: an era had ended.

William Arthur MONKHOUSE: 1914-1986
Arthur was born on 1st August 1914 at Carleton House, Langwathby. He attended Langwathby
CE School and then Briggs College, Carlisle. After school he joined the family business.
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Despite the fact that their father had a motor car for personal use, a Morris van to deliver the
animal feed to farms, and a van that toured the local villages and farms selling meat direct to
customers, it was very difficult for the sons to get anywhere to enjoy any social life. At the age
of 18, Arthur commenced his friendship with Jeanne Cranston, the daughter of a Kirkoswald
butcher, Stanley Cranston. After he received his driving licence in 1932, Arthur naturally offered
to deliver most of the feed that had been ordered in the Kirkoswald area so that he could spend
time with Jeanne. For Jim, Arthur’s qualification as a driver, transformed his social life; “After
we had bought the Morris two-ton lorry, Arthur used to go and bring animal feed from Carr’s of
Silloth, and we found this was an opportunity to call on our way back at the cinemas in Carlisle,
taking with us of course Jeanne and her sister Annie. On occasions we were unable to get four of
us into the cab so Annie and I used to sit in the back of the lorry. The lorry had to have a sheet
cover to keep the meal dry, so when loading at Silloth, Arthur used to keep a little 'hole' so that
we could sit in the meal under the sheet.” A bit dusty, but very cosy!
There then followed a huge change in Arthur’s life. Jeanne had gone in for nursing and went
down to Bradford to enrol in the Nurse’s Training School at the Infirmary. Arthur saw this as a
chance to break with the farm and follow Jeanne to Bradford, where he would train as a police
officer. The work was hard, in all senses of the word, and he often found himself in stressful
situations. His regular beat took him past an isolated wooded area and he found this quite
unnerving. Jessie thought him “too gentle a man to be a policeman”. He stuck at it for three years
but got to the point where the job was affecting his health.
Although he would have to leave Jeanne in Bradford, in 1939 he decided to return home with a
view to coming into the business and possibly taking over the butchery and grocery side. W.P.
was quite happy with this prospect as Tom Monkhouse had become tired of being the van
salesman. Arthur would have a spell with the van. W.P. decided that with Arthur back in the
business it was time to give Arthur and Jim a quarter share each, which at that time amounted to
about £2500 (equivalent to over £120,000 today). Arthur now had a secure job and a ‘nest egg’
– sufficient to get married, and to bring Jeanne away from nursing in Bradford.
Arthur married Jeanne Cranston in Kirkoswald on 17th June 1940. They began their married life
in a council house in Langwathby – but their ‘nest’ was soon disturbed by the war. In 1941, at
the age of 27, he was called up to serve in the Army and posted to a unit guarding the
embarkation port at Greenock in Scotland. He spent the war away from any front-line duties
because he failed the ‘medical’ when it was discovered that he couldn’t hold a rifle. Some years
before, he injured an arm in a horse riding accident on the farm. His horse bolted when he had
one foot in the stirrup and the other on the ground; he fell over and was dragged along by the
reins. The injured arm was set badly and took a long time to heal, resulting in permanent
deformity. This physical problem, however, was no handicap to his driving ability. When he was
not manning the stores, he spent his time driving all the army hierarchy about the area. Arthur
was also the ‘batman’ to one of the officers, and is reputed to have declared to him; “I’ll do
everything for you except clean your boots.”
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Arthur Monkhouse
and Jeanne Cranston
on their wedding day
17th June 1940 at
Kirkoswald.

With Arthur away from home for long periods, Jeanne went to live in Scaur House with her
parents-in-law and Jim Monkhouse, whilst Jim’s fiancée (Nancy Coldwell) brought her mother
from Jarrow and her sister Emsey from Glasgow away from shipyard bombings to the safer
surroundings of Langwathby, to reside in the council house that Jeanne had vacated.
Arthur and Jeanne’s first child, Christine, was born on 2nd April 1942.
In 1944, Arthur’s parents moved across the road to live next door to Jessie in Sandstone House,
vacated when T.W. Holliday moved in with Jessie and John following the loss of his wife in
1942.
Arthur was ‘demobbed’ in 1945 and re-joined the family business. He and Jeanne moved into
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Scaur House as this was the main focus of the butchering/grocery business. W.P. had asked
Arthur to run this with a view to taking it over permanently. They entertained the possibility of
amalgamating it with Cranston’s of Kirkoswald, Jeanne’s father’s business, but this came to
nothing.
After a long gap, their next child came along; a boy, William Stanley, born on 6th June 1950.
In the 1950’s Arthur was a great supporter of Carlisle United, going to most of their home
matches, often in the company of Clifford Dobinson.
Gradually, Monkhouse’s moved away from retail butchery and went increasingly into animal
feed production. The butchery / grocery business was sold, and Arthur took charge of transport
and machinery in an ever-expanding agricultural feed mill that supplied many farms throughout
Cumbria.
The business was sold in 1973. Arthur and Jeanne left Langwathby and retired to Penrith. The
move closed Arthur’s life-long link with Langwathby Methodist Church, where he had been
Treasurer for many years, and a new chapter of his life opened out. With his changed
circumstances, and in an interesting reprise of an earlier career choice, Arthur joined the Special
Constabulary of Cumbria police. This time, he was eminently successful, rising to the rank of
Chief Commandant. Arthur had other interests in retirement. He owned a succession of vintage
wagons and cars including an open-topped Rolls Royce in which he drove Prince Charles around
Cumbria when he visited the county as part of the Queen’s Silver Jubilee celebrations in 1977. 17
Arthur also took up golf and enjoyed a round with friends at the Penrith Golf Club.
Sadly, Jeannie developed cancer and died in 1984. Arthur did not long survive her. He died from
a heart attack on 26th July 1986 in Rose Lodge, Penrith. One month before, he had suffered a first
heart attack while in Weston super Mare, on a Methodist Homes holiday with Jack and Audrey,
but had seemingly made a partial recovery. His brother Jim was surprised, and no doubt worried,
at Arthur’s death from heart disease “as none of our fore elders had died from heart trouble.”
Arthur’s death was the first break in this generation of Monkhouse’s. A funeral service was held
in the Wordsworth Street Methodist Chapel, which was full, followed by interment at
Langwathby cemetery.

Philip Graham MONKHOUSE: 1916-1993
Philip was born at Carleton House on 7 July 1916. Jessie recalled that her brother was “the heir
to the names” of the two sons, Philip and Graham, of a cousin and firm friend of her mother’s
called Mary Elizabeth Maclagan (née Graham), both of whom were killed in the Great War.
While it is possible that Philip could have been named in memory of the older of the Maclagan
sons, the younger brother did not die until two years after he was baptised. It would appear that
the ‘Graham’ in Philip’s name is there as a family surname.
17

Among other events, Prince Charles officially opened two small roads, Jubilee Close and Prince Charles Close, on
the Pategill Estate, Penrith.
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Like the other children, Philip attended Langwathby CE School and then went to Penrith
Grammar School where he became the youngest boy to be appointed as a prefect. After school,
he joined the Westminster Bank in Carlisle, commuting each day from his home in Langwathby.
Philip inherited a pure tenor voice and he put this to good use at church concerts and the like, but
mainly in the family singing quartet comprising sister Jessie – soprano, mother Janet – contralto,
brother Arthur – bass, and Philip. He joined the Operatic Society at Maryport and the Choral
Society at Carlisle.
In 1940 (at the age of 24) Philip joined the RAF and was posted to Scotland as a member of
Coastal Command – working on the Sunderland flying boats used for missions over the North
Atlantic to check for enemy submarines. Philip was already engaged to Margaret Cynthia
Grainger who lived with her grandfather in Thornton Road, Stanwix, Carlisle, and when they
learnt that Philip was about to be transferred to West Africa, they decided to get married in
Scotland before his departure. Consequently, Philip and Margaret married at the Parish Church
in Oban on 2nd February 1941. It was a freezing cold day with flurries of snow. His mother Janet
and sister Jessie made their way to the wedding from Langwathby, and there were only seven
people present in total. Jessie recalls that; “We were sitting at a round table chatting after the
wedding meal when Philip received his mobilisation papers. So the few days that they were
hoping to spend together were cut short.” Two days later he set sail for Freetown in Sierra
Leone.
The fall of France and the entry of Italy into the war in the summer of 1940 blocked the
Mediterranean to Allied shipping. This made the route around Africa more important than it had
been at any point since the opening of the Suez Canal. A number of U-boats began to operate off
the West African coast and six enemy submarines operating off Freetown sank no less than 32
ships in one month alone. At the start of 1941 the RAF responded by moving three Sunderlands
to Sierra Leone, where they formed the nucleus of No. 95 Squadron. The personnel began to
arrive at its base near Freetown, Sierra Leone (RAF Station Jui), in March of that year, to begin
anti-submarine patrols over the South Atlantic. They were joined in West Africa by No. 204
Squadron in August 1941, but by this time Philip was already the victim of some tropical fever,
probably malaria.
He was escorted back to the U.K. in a very poor state by a fellow Cumbrian, Bill Goodwin18. Bill
was serving in Sierra Leone with the King’s African Rifles, having been seconded by the Border
Regiment, and had come into contact with Philip in joint operations. Fortunately, with the
appropriate treatment, Philip made a full recovery and was posted back to Oban. He was then
18

William Henry Wakefield “Bill” Goodwin (1918 – 2011) was a colourful character. A true gentleman in every
sense, he was a talented marathon runner and a budding actor in Hollywood in his younger days. He was seriously
injured during Army service in the Second World War but slowly recovered and was posted to the Clyde
scrutinising the arrival of prisoners. His specialist task, using experience he had gained previously, was to weed out
Nazis purporting to be prisoners. After the war he returned to Cumbria. He bought Stratheden in Langwathby and
ran a country club there. In 1952 he married Jane Seymour Read , a notable horse enthusiast, and they spent the first
3 years of their marriage at Stratheden. In 1955 they moved to Barco Lodge, Penrith, where Bill became an authority
on wildlife and countryside pursuits. A crack shot, he was given the shooting rights for the Beacon area of Penrith
for many years by Lord Lonsdale and was also hugely passionate about the conservation of red squirrels.
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sent to Canada to train as a pilot, but during night training he failed to respond to a red warning
light and it was discovered that he was colour-blind. Naturally he was ‘grounded’. He then
turned his singing talents to good use by becoming involved in entertainment for the troops.

Philip Monkhouse and Margaret
Grainger married at Oban, February
2nd 1941

At the end of the War he was ‘demobbed’ back to the Westminster Bank and over the next
fifteen years, he and Margaret had four children; John Grainger (born 21 Nov 1943), Richard
Graham (30 Jul 1946), Janet Barbara Cynthia (27 Mar 1952), and Timothy Philip Venn (17 Sep
1958). In the meantime, Philip had joined the Northern Counties Building Society, later called
the Northern Rock, and he remained at the Society throughout the remainder of his working life.
He had a distinguished career, opening offices in Manchester, and latterly worked at the
headquarters in Newcastle.
In his younger days Philip was a talented cricketer and mention has already been made of his
fine singing voice. He took leading roles in many amateur operatic productions, and was a
particular devotee of Gilbert and Sullivan operettas. He joined the Cathedral Choir in Carlisle
and was a founder member of the Abbey Singers. Interestingly, his great uncles Robert and
William Graham of Chatsworth Square, Carlisle, had also been boy choristers in the Cathedral
Choir.
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Philip Graham Monkhouse

Margaret died aged 58 in early 1979 in Newcastle. Philip soldiered on at work until he was 65
and retired in 1981. Shortly after retiring he re-married. His bride was Connie (Constance)
Dockray, the widow of a solicitor whom Philip had known as a young man and whose father was
the Rev Walter Dockray, a former minister in the Kirkoswald Methodist Circuit. Philip and
Connie lived at Unthank, near Hutton in the Forest. Within two years, however, Connie had died.
Philip, a widower for a second time, returned to Newcastle. Later he moved to Bowden,
Manchester, to be near to members of his family.
Philip died on 18th August 1993.

James (Jim) Chris MONKHOUSE: 1918 – 27 October 1999
Jim was born on 22 August 1918. We know a good deal about Jim Monkhouse; in his later years
he published two booklets of his personal reflections on Langwathby life, and 5 years before he
died he wrote a short personal account of his life for the benefit of the family
Jim Monkhouse writes; “I was born at Eden Terrace, now Bank House, Langwathby, in the
bedroom facing the top green in front of the Shepherds Inn. I was delivered by Nurse Wilson, the
District Nurse, who travelled around the local villages on a ladies cycle with a black bag
strapped on the back. For many years we all thought that we came out of this black bag. I was the
last child of a family of five, four boys Jack, Arthur, Philip and myself, and one sister Jessie. I
was baptised at home, as I think most of our family were, by the Rev. F. T. Watson, the
Methodist Minister.”
“I remember very little about my first 3 years, I was always told that I never had any illness, and
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that I was a bit of a "tomboy". Being the last of the family I understand I was brought up wearing
the old clothes of my elder brothers. As I used to be a good getter up in the morning, sleeping in
the same bedroom as Brother Philip, I used to dress myself with the best socks and trousers
available, whilst I was downstairs having breakfast, Philip used to be standing at the top of the
stairs shouting "Mother, .... Jim's got my socks and trousers on".
“I used to wear hand knitted jumpers, knitted on large needles, thereby creating large holes
between the stitches. Next door to Eden Terrace was the Fish Hotel now known as Pennine
House, where many fishermen used to stay and fish the River Eden. They were always asking for
worms as bait. I used to go digging in the garden for these worms and put them in the pocket of
my jumper, and walk down Eden Terrace yard with the worms crawling through the holes.
Having delivered the worms the Fisherman used to give me a penny reward, I then proceeded to
the village shop, Mrs Waugh’s, to spend my penny. A penny purchased 20 aniseed balls, and as
there was no such thing as bags to put them in, they went straight into the same pocket that the
worms came out of, no doubt collecting more flavour. This was my first adventure into business
and I have been buying and trading ever since.”
“There was a very poor variety of sweets then, aniseed balls, sherbert dabs, boiled sweets, and
sticks of liquorice. We even resorted to searching through the sheep feed mixtures to find pieces
of ‘locust’ which were sweet and chewy. I used to visit Mrs Monkhouse (no relation) who lived
in the house next to the Corner House in the Straits. She used to give me a slice of bread with a
little margarine spread on it and then dipped in the sugar pot. At Christmas time, we used to hang
our stocking up, and the usual 'goodies' were an apple, an orange, a few nuts and a small box of
chocolates, possibly with some new piece of clothing, a queer difference to what the children get
today. Our maid at that time was a middle aged lady called Lily Stephenson who lived in the
house below the bridge on Storey Bank. She was very small and thick set, and waddled when she
tried to run. We therefore christened her "Lily Duck", and I used to have a lot of fun as she
chased me around the War memorial during the summer nights to catch me to get me into bed.”
“Grandma and Grandpa Dobinson (Mrs Jessie Jane and Mr Christopher Dobinson) were still
living at ‘The Hill’ at Gilsland and we spent many Christmases there. The Hill was a large house
with its own grounds and coppice, and a large orchard. In those days farms and large houses had
large orchards as they had to grow as much fruit as they could, because very little was imported
and it was expensive. I remember that these houses with orchards would have a ‘fruit room’
where after the autumn picking the fruit would be carefully placed, individually, on newspaper
and covered with newspaper so that they would keep for use through the winter.”
“I became very friendly with Tom Little and Tom Monkhouse (married to his Aunt Elizabeth)
who were our slaughtermen, and I enjoyed being in that environment. I would watch them and
help to clean the pigs’ stomachs and intestines. I was so familiar with the whole business of
slaughtering that one day our pet cat was lying on her back wanting her tummy tickled, but
instead of tickling her tummy, I took a pair of scissors and proceeded to cut her along the tummy
in the same way as the men did with the cattle and sheep, when they stripped the hides and skins
from them. Needless to say I killed her and when father caught me, I went to bed that night with
a sore backside.”
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“Eden Terrace was not connected to the new sewerage system in the first instance and by 1923
the time had come for Jessie to have a bedroom of her own, so a bathroom and a little bedroom
were constructed over the loft. So within the space of two years we had the telephone, hot and
cold running water installed, and water closets. These revolutionised our living standards, and
were very welcome.”

Eden Terrace 1926. Jessie, Jack and Grannie (Jessie Jane) in the doorway and William
Palmer and Janet Monkhouse on the path.

“Despite the fact that we now had a bathroom, with a bath and hot and cold running water, I well
remember bath nights and they didn’t involve the bathroom! Once a week on a Wednesday night
mother got out an old tin bath and placed it in front of the of the kitchen fire, and filled it with
hot water from the boiler attached to the range. Most often, the same water was used for three of
us boys.”
“When it came to washing dishes there was no such thing as Fairy liquid to put in the water. All
the small pieces of soap which were no longer useable for washing your face and hands were put
into a small wire cage with a handle on, and then swayed about quickly in the washing up water
to create soapy water. Frequently it was so soapy that your food tasted of soap from the plate.
Because of the chore of washing up, it was quite common for us to use the same plate for all the
courses, using dry bread between courses to clean the plate.”
“We only had candles and paraffin lamps for lighting. One day I took my Mothers best ivoryhandled afternoon tea knives, one of her treasured wedding presents, and placed them one at a
time down the lamp glass onto the wick of the lamp thereby creating quite a fire. Soon, the
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curtains were alight as well. Outside the parlour window there was pandemonium as I had locked
myself in, knowing full well that I would get a good hiding, I refused to open the door.
Eventually I had to open the door, and I did get a good hiding, but by opening the door under
threat I did avoid what might have been a serious fire. This was in the front room at Eden
Terrace. It must be very difficult for the present generation to imagine that the only form of
energy we had in those days to boil water, cook meals and heat the house, were coal fires. The
bedrooms were always cold; only if someone was ill did we have a fire on in the bedroom.
Houses were usually built with at least one bedroom having a fire place. Very few houses had
flush toilets, only dry earth closets usually well away from the house down the garden. At night
time should we have attend to a ‘call of nature’, we had pot chambers under the beds, or
commodes - which looked like a piece of furniture but concealed a chamber pot under the seat.
Naturally, these pots had to be emptied next morning into the earth closet. All the ashes from the
fire in the kitchen, were put in the closet each day. There was no such thing as toilet paper then.
We made do with torn-up sheets of newspaper which were hung on a nail on the back of the
door.”
“Horses and traps together with bicycles were the main means of transport, other than walking
which on many occasions we had to do even to get to Penrith. I well remember how we learned
to ride a bicycle. We only had a ladies cycle, that is one without a cross bar. I used to wrap up a
hessian sack and place it on the bottom of the frame where the pedals were, then sit on it holding
my feet up, whilst my arms were outstretched upwards holding on to the handlebars. I set off at
the top of Eden Terrace yard which had a good downhill slope, flying out on to the main road,
hoping to get as far as Holliday's corner. There were hardly any cars on the road. Motor cycles
were becoming more popular, and Ford, Morris and Austin, were some of the very few cars I can
remember. My Uncle Will (Chardin) from London had a Clino, which he used to drive up from
London when he came to see us. Uncle Will was a very good sport, and he used to put us on his
knees and let us steer his car even as youngsters.”

Alice and Will
Chardin in the
garden at Scaur
House. Note the
old bridge in the
distance.

“In the absence of holidays, parties and fetes were eagerly anticipated. I can remember very well
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the Primary School, Sunday School and the Women’s Institute parties. The latter was always
held at Christmas time with Father Christmas bringing us presents, provided by Mrs T.B. Nelson
of Stratheden. We all thought her husband was the real Santa, and as we received very little at
Christmas time, this was one of the highlights of the year. Father used to go to the Fat Stock
show held at Smithfield, London, and on his visit in 1925 he brought back a Meccano set costing
£1, which was all that the family received for Christmas. You can imagine what I, the baby of
the family, saw of it!”

Mr and Mrs T. B. Nelson relax in their
garden at Stratheden, Langwathby. Mr
Nelson was something of a local Squire
and benefactor. He provided the funds to
erect a Reading Room in the village, and
in 1928 gave land for the erection of a
Village Hall. Mrs Nelson was the
Founder President of Langwathby
Womens’ Institute which was launched
in November 1920. The speaker at this
first meeting was Nurse Wilson who
talked about emergency nursing, and 80
women attended a whist drive.

“Other than School day trips to Silloth and Morecambe, my first big outing was to London in
1925 to visit my Auntie and Uncle Will Chardin at Romford in Essex. By now father’s means of
transport had progressed from a motor cycle and side car to a Ford car, commonly known as a
‘Tin Lizzie’, and then to a bull-nosed Morris Oxford. We left Langwathby in the Morris at 6.30
am and collected my cousin, John Crosby, at Powis House, Long Marton. He and my father
drove alternately for spells of an hour, and we eventually arrived at Romford at 10.30 pm, having
had frequent stops to give the car a rest, as well as the passengers, who were also quite weary.
This holiday did turn out to be a memorable occasion. Uncle Will was a West Ham supporter,
and he took me to my first ever professional football match. He also took us to London Zoo,
which I thought was wonderful and really exciting. Because of general lack of money, and with
travel being expensive, we as children had very humble holidays, usually to relations, or we had
no holiday at all.”
“Toys and games equipment were in short supply or home-made. In order to play football we
had to retrieve the bladders from the pigs when they were slaughtered, and blow them up. Some
of the lads didn't have anything but clogs to play in and they were quite dangerous with the edge
of the caukers being sharp. Certainly the bladders didn’t last long. We used two larch trees for
goal posts with a piece of string for a crossbar. Likewise to play cricket we had to make a bat out
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of a piece of rail bar and wickets out of branches, the ball being an old tennis ball. We were
fortunate however in having a village green capable of playing both games on. Once we started
using a 'cork' ball when playing cricket on the middle green, I do remember breaking one or two
windows belonging to Waugh’s, who had the shop. I also remember the sting from such a hit on
our hands being quite severe.”

Langwathby School 1926: Top Row – left: Jos Cowperthwaite, Jimmy Horn, Arthur Monkhouse,
Stanley Cannon, William Birbeck, Jim Potts. Next Row –left: Mary Stamper, Kathleen Britten, Joyce
Nicholson, Minnie Hutchinson, Olive Strong, Ethel Dalzell, Kathleen Cowperthwaite, Ethel Allan, Olive
& Margaret Hope. Next row – left: Nancy Balmer, Annie & Maud Gibson, Muriel Thompson, Mildred
Britten, Frances Hutchinson, Janet Armstrong, Mary Allinson. Front Row – left: Jim Monkhouse,
Robin Mounsey, Jack Hutchinson, Tony Allinson, Robin Cowperthwaite, William Armstrong, Thomas
Dalzell, Bert Baker, Philip Monkhouse. (Jim Monkhouse)

“By 1926, I had left the infant room at School and joined the seniors in the big room. I remember
well the punishments that Mr Jackson used to impose. For instance if we were caught swearing
we used to get our mouths washed out with soap and water, and if we misbehaved in class or
were very careless in our work, Mr Jackson used to pull our hair at the bottom of the neck until
the tears came into our eyes. If we were bottom of the class and were not trying, then we used to
have to stand in the corner of the classroom with a ‘Dunce’ cap on. For minor misdemeanours
we had the cane across our hands, and across our bottoms for more serious matters. I had my
mouth washed out, and my hair pulled, but never had the cane either at Langwathby School or
Penrith Grammar School which I attended later.”
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One of Langwathby’s main annual events was the May Festival held, since 1906, on the third
Saturday in May. Dancing around the Maypole was first introduced in 1909. Before the Village
Hall had been built, as seen here in 1922, a marquee was erected on the Middle Green to serve
as the venue for afternoon teas and the dance at night. The Festival began with a procession
headed usually by the Penrith Sons of Temperance Band, who also played for the dancing at
night. (Jim Monkhouse)

“Entertainment had to be organised and provided by ourselves, many school concerts were held
in the old School, the little room used as the changing room, the stage at that end of the big
room. The proceeds were to pay for a coach to take us on the school trip, which at first used to be
to Silloth, and then Morecambe. I remember one year we raised sufficient money to go to
Whitley Bay, this was a real treat. During the 1920's we had to arrange concerts, plays and
sketches to provide entertainment. I can also remember the concerts held in the old Reading
room, when Sam Wood (John's father) and my mother used to sing duets, sister Jessie singing
solos, and Jim Shiach the school teacher from Hunsonby used to sing, (try to), with words made
up about the local characters, the applause for his comedy was tremendous. Philip and I started
singing duets at these concerts, and the members of the Womens Institute used to perform plays
and sketches. I used to go on nature trails with Freda Holliday, particularly to the meeting of the
waters where there was a good selection of wild flowers. We climbed Crossfell Mountain
starting from Kirkland, with the Londoners Uncle Will Chardin and Auntie Alice, cousins Willie
and John, Father, Jack, Jessie, Arthur and myself.”
“In 1927 Grandfather Dobinson died at 10 Main Street, Cockermouth, aged 69, and was taken
for internment to Nether Denton churchyard, near Low Row, where he used to live and farm at
Ivy House. He was at Cockermouth because Uncle Graham was in the Midland Bank and that
was their home at that time. It was said that Grandma Dobinson had been in over 20 houses in
her lifetime. As previously mentioned Grandfather was a very good trumpet/cornet player and he
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left each of his four sets of grandchildren a cornet/trumpet each. Unfortunately my father
wouldn't have it, as it was considered to be a dance band instrument, even after it was pointed
out to father that the Salvation Army was founded on the brass bands. Grandfather was also a
very good cricketer, playing for Irthing Vale Wanderers. Visiting the centenary celebrations in
July 1993 at Brampton, I was surprised to find that Grandpa captained the side in 1883, quite
unique that 100 years later my son Graham should be captain of the M.C.C. team who were the
opponents on this special occasion.”
“Pocket money was hard to come by, but I delivered all the meat orders into the Eden villages by
bicycle and received one shilling (five new pence), for my efforts every Saturday. It was not
unknown during the summer period to have to deliver meat to Skirwith on a bicycle on a
Tuesday morning before we went to school. All the family had done this in their time
previously.”
“As we had no swimming pool in our village, we used to swim in the Eden, the best place being
on the Appleby side of the smooth piece of water in front of Stratheden, and to get there we used
to walk across the Eden at the Wath, where it is possible to do so in summer without the water
coming above your knees.”
“During these years as my family were staunch Methodists we had to attend Sunday School on a
Sunday as well as two Chapel services. After chapel on a Sunday night it was either to Hollidays,
Horns or Scaur House or Eden Terrace, for a cup of tea, a sandwich and a piece of sponge cake
or currant cake, then we used to sing hymns until about 9pm and then to bed.”
“Paper Chase, or Hounds and Hares, was a very popular pastime. At the start of the game, one
person is designated the 'hare' and everyone else in the group are the 'hounds'. The 'hare' starts
off ahead of everyone else leaving behind themselves a trail of scraps of paper arranged in
arrows to show which way the hounds should go to catch the hare. Nowadays we would be in
front of the magistrates for depositing litter. Block 1-2-3 around the Shepherds Inn was very
popular too, using the horse-mounting steps which used to be there as the target. We used to run
steel hoops all over the roads, it would not be safe on today's roads, wrestling as we got older and
at school many hours passed by playing marbles.”
“One thing which stands out in my mind at this time was that there had to be no food wasted,
times were bad and a family of 6, (Jack being more or less brought up with the Aunts at Scaur
House) took some feeding. In the meat line we didn't see many roasts, on Sundays we ate
"scraps" - in other words, the meat that hadn't been sold, neck ends of mutton, shin beef, and the
like, and if we didn't eat what father gave us at one meal, it was put in front of us for our next
meal or we got nothing. We soon learned to eat what was given to us.”
[1929]
“Most of the family played cricket for Edenhall at some time. I well remember our captain,
Tinker Whiting, having a lorry as he was a coal merchant. He had a removable top to place on to
the lorry which he used every Tuesday to transport village people to market at Penrith. He also
used it to transport the cricket team on a Saturday. One of our fixtures was Alston. Climbing
Hartside we had to stop several times as the engine was boiling. Going down the other side we
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also had to stop (if we could) several times as the brakes were taking fire, and if you were not
careful it used to render them useless. The journey took about 80 minutes each way.”
“I went to Queen Elizabeth’s Grammar School which was a mixed school, but the boys and girls
were kept separate. There were different entrances for boys and girls, and the girls were let out at
10 minutes earlier at the end of the day. There had to be no fraternisation. Sometimes we had to
cycle to school, although there was a service bus at 8 am which cost 5 old pennies return and a
weekly ticket was 20 old pennies.”
“Around 1929 I started singing solo's as well as duets with Brother Philip in local village halls
and Chapels. Our favourite duets were Tweedledum and Tweedledee, and Oh Miss Elizabeth, Lil
Liza Jane. The Glassonby Eisteddfod was formed and competitions were held in a marquee at the
home of the Potters at Old Parks (Glassonby). The Cowperthwaite family, Jossie, Kathleen and
Robin, did very well, as of course did Philip and I, between us winning most of the prizes.”
[1931]
“By 1931 I was playing for the school soccer and the cricket teams as well as a regular reserve
for Edenhall. When not playing I used to keep score. On one of these occasions when we were
playing Culgaith, with whom there was considerable rivalry, Culgaith had batted and Edenhall
required 69 runs to win. Brother Philip joined Kit Nixon as the last man in, and these two
gradually scored the runs required and won the game. The Culgaith blacksmith, a man called
Richardson, was scoring for them, and gradually, as Edenhall scored the runs, this man ate more
and more of his pencil, until he had no pencil left. Finally when Edenhall won, he threw the
Score Book into the swimming pool with some choice words to accompany it.”
“As a family we never knew what it was to have a holiday together, principally because we could
not afford it. Holidays were usually taken visiting relatives, particularly the Aunts in London,
and Uncle Graham and Auntie Jean, who were at this time in Cheadle Hulme, then
Cockermouth. For one holiday Philip and I were taken by Kit Nixon (who was visiting a friend at
Castle Douglas) to stay with mother’s half cousins, the Grahams at Barharrow Farm, Gatehouse
of Fleet. John and Belle Graham, who were brother and sister, had never married and were very
pleased to have us. Auntie Belle had a little Austin 7, which she was quite happy for us to take
out on our own, and so Philip at the early age of 15 drove this car around the country roads to
Dalry, Newton Stewart, and to the seaside at Carrick and Sandgreen, where we used to swim
regularly.”
[1932]
“At that time we were also playing mixed Hockey, six men and five ladies, against teams from
Kirkby Stephen, Cowan and Sheldon’s, and Carr’s Biscuits. Our main men used to be Ken Hope,
Charlie Noble, John Winn (the Methodist minister), Brother Jack, John Holliday, Jack
Thompson, Eddie Burne, the Moules Brothers, Philip and myself; the ladies being Violet
Graham, Elsie and Myra Taylor, Mary Metcalfe, Majorie Wood, Jackie Thompsons sister Mabel,
Doris Hardy and Freda Holliday.”
“I can remember very well spending many winter nights making prodded hearth rugs, nothing
had to be wasted in these hard times, so any old woollen suits, dresses, underwear, coats etc.,
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were cut up into pieces about an inch wide and 4 to 5 inches long and then prodded into a hessian
canvass, eventually sealed at the back with another piece of hessian, and used as a rug in front of
a fireplace.”
[1933]
“One of the many things I can remember about my father was that he was never poorly, mother
and the family could all be down with flu or some ailment, but never father. The only time I
remember him in bed was with "Hiccups" and he had them for a fortnight. I must repeat myself
and say I had a pretty good health record. I never saw a doctor, other than the school doctor, until
I was 24 when I had German measles, and then at 26 when I had jaundice. I never had any
injection of any kind. My father had never had an injection and he would not let me have them,
but Jessie had them and had an awful time with her arm.”
[1935]
“Mother's cousin Dora Graham, who lived at Culgaith, had a very good piano. She was a lovely
pianist, and she wanted the piano to stay in the family, so I bought it for £10. I had every
intention of learning to play, but it didn't happen.”
“Mother’s cousin Dora
Graham”(left) pictured with her
cousin Mary Graham. Mary
lived with her parents and after
their deaths (in 1909) moved in
with her sister Alice at the
Luham. Dora, who was also
unmarried, lived variously at
Temple Sowerby and the
Luham, eventually residing in
Culgaith. She was evidently
something of a ‘free spirit’ and
travelled widely visiting her
brothers and cousins.

[1937]
“Sister Jessie married John Holliday on Whit Monday. I went with Brother Jack to a Methodist
Guest Home at Fairbourne, near Barmouth, in Wales for a week’s holiday. We travelled in his
Ford 8 car ( DRM 256), and touched 70 miles per hour on the Ormskirk by-pass, the first by-pass
I had ever been on. This car later became mine for the sum of £20 plus the unplayed piano from
cousin Dora. Jack took this piano around with him after he joined the Methodist Ministry, and
continued to do so after he got married in 1949. It is still with Jack’s widow Audrey in
Holmecroft.”
[1939-40]
“Grandmother Dobinson died at Romford, where Auntie Alice and Uncle Will lived. Because of
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War conditions we were unable to bring her body back to Nether Denton, near Gilsland, where
Grandfather is buried, so she was interred in Hornchurch cemetery.”
Groups of evacuee children, mainly from the north east, were arriving in Langwathby. One of
these groups from Newcastle, was accompanied by their teacher, Nancy Coldwell, and a
romance developed between Nancy and Jim Monkhouse. Shortly afterwards, Nancy’s mother,
together with her sister and family, decided to leave Newcastle and came to live in the council
house vacated by Arthur’s wife, Jeanne, who had moved into Scaur House.
Jim was in the Home Guard during the war. He recalled a particularly scary episode; “The
specific role of the Home Guard in our area was to guard the railway viaducts and bridges as it
was believed there was a real threat to these from the fifth column organisations. One night I
was in the middle of the viaduct when I saw a train coming from the Langwathby direction, and
as the wind was in the south I could also hear it. I planted myself on the paper mill side
watching toward Little Salkeld. Unfortunately there is very little visibility for trains coming that
way and you depend on hearing them but because of the wind direction I never heard anything.
All of a sudden the Waverley express engine appeared around the corner from Little Salkeld.
There was no way to get off the viaduct so I just lay down by the wall and pulled my great coat
over my head. Fortunately my coat protected me from any steam or hot ash thrown out as the
train passed, but my legs were like jelly when I got up!
[1945]
“War over, Arthur demobbed and looking for a garage business, but I managed to persuade him
to look after our butchery and grocery with Uncle Tom, having discussed with him my thinking
about the future of the feed business to make our own, if and when we could buy suitable
premises. Jeanne and he went back to living in the council house, as Nancy's mother, sister and
family had purchased a house in Monkseaton.”
[1946]
Their stay in the council house was a short one. Their parents, William and Janet, moved across
the road to live in Sandstone next to Jessie at Town Head. Arthur had decided to take over
management of the butchery and grocery side of the business and he and Jeanne moved into
Scaur House. This left the door open for Nancy and Jim to get married, and to (hopefully)
commence their married life occupying the now empty council house, providing the Council
were agreeable. Tom Holliday was the rural councillor and he saw to it that permission was
given.
Jim continues; “Concentrating on the feed side, Arthur and I were offered the Low Mill at
Alston, which was being run by the Messrs Haldon’s. We thought this a good investment and I
was still travelling down Tyneside buying grain and crop. Grain in particular could be left at
Alston, and ground using water power at very little cost. To cut a long story short, we bought out
Haldon’s on a 21 years lease, but we had to take Ernest Haldon one of the nephews, into the
business and pay £500 for the goodwill. Arthur and I didn't have this money spare, so we
approached father for it. When we told him it was for good-will, he nearly went berserk,
informing us that we would get none of his money to pay for good-will, so Arthur and I cashed
our savings certificates that we had put away during the last few years. It was really quite funny,
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as within a few years Alston was doing very well, and father, when he was showing anyone
about the Langwathby premises, would quip "Oh and we have the Low Mill at Alston as well as
these premises doing very well".

Jim Monkhouse and Nancy Coldwell on
their wedding day, 2nd March 1946. Note
the obvious difference in the length of
Jim’s trouser legs. Apparently one of his
braces snapped off as he walked down the
aisle!

[1948]
“Business-wise we were still looking hard for suitable premises in which to enlarge our feed
storage, with the idea of manufacturing in a much bigger way than we were doing at Scaur
House (farm). Low Farm came with some land and after a certain amount of bargaining we got
what we wanted. Arthur had stated that he was no longer very interested in the butchery / grocery
side and would be quite happy to be out. Uncle Tom also wanted out, so we put the business up
for sale, with the intention of using the money to purchase Low Farm. We bought Low Farm
with 18 acres of land at the bottom end of the village from Wilson’s, for £3300, as suitable
premises for our manufacturing venture, and sold out the butchering and grocery business to
Dyson and Bells to pay for it.”
[1949]
“I was best man for Brother Jack's wedding to Audrey Miller. Whilst it should have been an
entirely joyful day, it also became a sad day. Audrey's father dropped down dead as he was
shaving in the morning. The wedding took place without any reception and no honeymoon for
Audrey and Jack. Three days later there followed the funeral at Upperby churchyard.”
[1951]
“For a few years, once per year, Arthur and I went to a course on feedstuffs to Silcock’s
experimental farm at Willaston Hall, Crewe, staying at the Crewe Arms Hotel. These courses
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proved invaluable and gave us a basic knowledge of what was required to produce all the various
types of foodstuffs for animals.. These courses were attended by Silcock men from all over the
north, and many informative discussions took place.
[1952]
“Diversification was necessary in order to compete with the larger firms, as the profit margin on
Silcock’s was miserable, but the margin on sundries was good. We gradually built up a fair
turnover in the sundries, by employing Lance Jackson to canvass around the farms, taking with
him the full range of these sundries products. We still maintained our Silcock tonnage and
increased our own- made rations considerably, which were proving very popular, with a better
profit margin.”

During the 30’s and 40’s Jim had four old
railway wagons in use as pig farrowing houses.
Watching the sows farrowing was a demanding
job requiring a lot of patience. The weaker
piglets often required feeding – he sometimes
took them home for a drop of warm milk and a
dash of whisky. Here Jim is feeding a
‘wreckling’ with a bottle. (Jim Monkhouse)

[1953]
“Low Mill was growing as fast as we were able to find and make capital to develop our own
manufacturing side. This was Coronation year and we erected a bus shelter on the top green, to
commemorate the occasion. On the day we had tea and a concert, Norman Little, Peter
Longstaffe, Arthur and I singing "Happy Wanderer" in the village hall with Winifred Little at the
piano. Other people of course took part, but this started me off on the singing again. We were
very short of harmony at our Lodge banquets, so I started practising, and sometimes with
Brothers Arthur and Philip, we contributed many items towards the entertainment after our
Lodge ceremonies. At every installation of a new master there is sung a Masters song, and for
Bill Berry of Carlisle, a Silcock agent, we sang the Masters song for him. As far as I know it had
never been sung by three blood brothers before and it is most unlikely it will ever happen again.”
[1955]
“Ten years since Arthur returned from the forces and we were making gradual progress within
the orbit of our financial restraints. From 1945 when we only had three employees, we now had
into the teens.”
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[1959]
“This year was also one of joy and sadness. In the April it was mother and father's Golden
wedding, when we celebrated a double golden wedding with Auntie Alice and Uncle Will along
with the two bridesmaids. Alas, by July it turned to sadness for mother died, and on the same day
as the golden wedding Auntie Emily died.”

Double Golden Wedding celebration 1959. On the left, Ella (Elizabeth) Monkhouse, then
William and Janet Monkhouse, William and Alice Chardin, and seated on the right, the other
bridesmaid – Mary Mounsey.

[1961]
“In the April, I left my father one night, as I thought in reasonable health. He was suffering pains
in his knees, which he had done for many years, but I was very surprised to receive a phone call
early next morning to say that he had died.”
[1962]
“Arthur's daughter Christine, married Jim Peet in 1962, and went to live at Leyland where Jim
came from, helping his father on his farm.”
[1967]
“Started on the New Mill at Tyneholme. Now with over 40 employees, and a turnover of a
million pounds. We had arrived at the termination of our 21 year lease on Alston Mill. The
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options were either to take it on for another 7 years or close it down. We had no hesitation in
vacating the mill, the business had altered, as of course everything in the agricultural world had.
It was pulled down, and some of the stone was used to rebuild the Hartside cafe.
[1968]
Our new Mill opened.
[1973]
“Arthur and I came to the conclusion that if we could get a certain figure for the business we
would sell out. To cut a long story short, we never advertised the business, and to our surprise
within two months we had no less than four firms making enquiries to buy. Again to cut a long
story short, it was Bibby’s, who were to close their Liverpool mill and were already trading with
farmers direct as we were, who were firm favourites if they would pay what we wanted. They
didn't at first, but eventually came up to our figure. One other deciding factor was that we could
see continuity of the mill and sundries department, which would give all our loyal staff continued
employment.”
[1978]
“Auntie Ella died 10th April aged 93 in Penrith New Hospital, and was cremated at Carlisle.
Auntie Lottie died.”
[1979]
April attended Richard Monkhouse's wedding at Manchester.
[1981]
“In the September, Nancy and I travelled west again to Wales for Barbara Monkhouse's
wedding, She married a helicopter mechanic.”
[1983]
“On my 65th birthday on Aug 22nd, Nancy and I discussed having all my family with their
spouses for a meal to celebrate the commencement of my old age pension. Philip's wife Connie
was his second wife, but the rest of us were as we were married. By Sept 12th, however, Jessie's
husband John Holliday had died, and by the time I had reached 70, there was only four of us left
out of the ten, Jessie, Audrey, Philip and me.”
“Mr Albert Horn died and when Jack and I were in Langwathby cemetery, Jack was asking me if
I had decided what I was doing when I died. I replied ‘Yes, both Nancy and I are being cremated
and then our ashes interred in the churchyard, in the same grave as Nancy’s mother. Brother Jack
said he was still undecided, “although standing here today has made up my mind for me, with
such a nice view of the railway, the hills and the river Eden, I am coming in here.” He had
thought of going to Upperby cemetery.”
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Jessie and Jim take a walk in
Mallerstang near the head of
the Eden. 1984

[1985]
January: Connie, Philip’s second wife died.
[1987]
“Brother Jack had a further stroke on Friday the 13th of February. He spent most of his time until
he died in Sept 1988, in hospital. We did manage to get him out a little, giving him rides around
the countryside and watching the local cricket from the car. Brother Philip had an aortic by-pass
operation in the Nuffield Hospital at Newcastle, which proved a success.”
Judith Monkhouse married Trevor James a farmer from Melmerby Mill, on her birthday (Aug
1st) at Langwathby Chapel, with the reception held at Shap Wells Hotel.” How incredible that a
Monkhouse returns to Melmerby exactly 100 years after the Monkhouses came from Melmerby
to Langwathby.

Judith (daughter of Jack and Audrey Monkhouse ) is married to Trevor James on 1st Aug 1987
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Nancy died having her second big heart operation in Newcastle in August 1988. Jim knew he
couldn’t live the rest of his life on his own and needed a companion. Brother Jack had intimated
to Jim to ‘look after’ Audrey for him, knowing that he wasn’t going to get any better, and in
October 1989 Jim married Audrey at Langwathby Methodist Church. Audrey can’t have thought
the Monkhouses were too bad as she was happy to be married to two of them! They knew each
other’s families well and had a lot of mutual friends. They started married life in Tyneholme but
the plan was to build a bungalow on a nearby plot for their future together. They moved into the
bungalow, Holmecroft, in October 1991.

[1992]
Jim continues: “On the 28th May, Jessie was 80 years old. We had a tea party and took her out
for a ride. On the following Sunday, June 2nd, she had a party for about 80 people in the village
hall. The Gamblesby singers entertained.”

[1993]
“The third break in my family came in the August 1993 when Philip died at Richard’s home, his
second son, in Manchester. He had been living in Acorn Road, Jesmond, Newcastle, in a flat
above the Northern Rock Office, for whom he had worked most of his life. Audrey & I visited
him in the Freeman Hospital where we understood he was being treated for lung cancer.
Unfortunately there is no cure for this, and the inevitable end came on 18 August. He was 76. He
would have been 77 just three weeks later on Sept.7th.”
During the years from 1989 - 1999 Jim continued with his many interests including Carlisle
United F.C. where he had become Club President. He wrote two books about Langwathby, and
continued to research family history. He came back to his Methodist roots and was a regular
attender at Chapel on a Sunday morning, and was committed to the Masonic lodge in Penrith.
Jim developed an aggressive form of cancer in 1998 and died at Holmecroft on 27th October
1999.
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The children of William Palmer Monkhouse photographed in 1937.
(L to R) Jim (James), Philip, Jessie, Arthur and Jack (John)

47 years later: The Monkhouses pictured at Jim’s 65th birthday celebration.
Jim and Arthur stand behind Philip, Jessie and Jack. This was the last occasion when
all five would be together.
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The Monkhouse cousins gather after Jessie’s funeral, 28 July 2011. Standing and
seated L to R: John and Judith (Jack’s children), Tim and John (Philip’s), Elizabeth,
Margaret and Susan (Jim’s), Stanley and Christine (Arthur’s), Michael, Andrew and
Margaret (Jessie’s). Cousins missing from the group photograph are Graham (Jim)
and Richard and Barbara (Philip)
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Descendants of James BELL-MONKHOUSE (18101866)
1. James BELL - MONKHOUSE (1810-1866).
Born 1810. Marr Ann FAWCETT 6 Aug 1836, Warcop. Died 11 Apr 1866, Morland, Westmorland.
James and Ann Monkhouse lived at Keld in the parish of Shap in Westmorland.

Sp. Ann FAWCETT (1812-1854), dau. of Robert FAWCETT (1779-1862) and Alice MOSS ( -1819).
2. Alice BELL - MONKHOUSE (1838-1858).
Born 4 May 1838, Keld nr Shap, Westmorland. Died 20 Jan 1858, Morland, Westmorland.

2. John BELL - MONKHOUSE (1840-1921).
Born 24 May 1840, Keld nr Shap, Westmorland. Marr Agnes "Nanny" AKRIGG 8 Dec 1860, Kirkby Stephen. Marr
Margaret PALMER 9 Sep 1873, Melmerby, Cumbria. Died 4 May 1921, Langwathby, Cumbria.

Sp. Agnes "Nanny" AKRIGG (1838-1862).
3. Agnes MONKHOUSE- AKRIGG (1862-1881).
Born Dec 1862, Nateby, Westmorland. Died Dec 1881, Ladthwaite, Hartley, Westmorland.

Sp. Margaret PALMER (1849-1920), dau. of William PALMER (1815-1892) and Martha
HENDERSON (1804-1855).
3. Annie Martha MONKHOUSE (1874-1900).
Born 12 Apr 1874, Melmerby. Died 27 Apr 1900, West Derby, Liverpool.
died 10 days after childbirth at 7 Lyell Street, Everton.

Sp. (unknown).
4. Elsie Monkhouse Stalker WILLIAMSON (1900-1966).
Born 17 Apr 1900, West Derby, Liverpool. Marr John Thomas COWLING Jun
1920, Cockermouth. Died 1966.

Sp. John Thomas COWLING ( - ).
3. Alice MONKHOUSE (1875-1961).
Born 13 Sep 1875, Melmerby. Marr William Bleamire CROSBY 6 Oct 1896, Penrith. Died 9 Oct
1961, Penrith.

Sp. William Bleamire CROSBY ( - ).
4. Alice Mary CROSBY (1898- ).
Born Jan 1898, Long Marton, East Ward, Westmorland.

4. John CROSBY (1899- ).
Born Jan 1899, Long Marton, East Ward, Westmorland.

4. Edith Margaret CROSBY (1910- ).
Born Jul 1910, Long Marton, East Ward, Westmorland.

3. William Palmer MONKHOUSE (1877-1961).
Born 11 Jan 1877, Melmerby. Marr Janet Louisa DOBINSON 10 Apr 1909, Whitchurch,
Shropshire. Died 27 Mar 1961, Langwathby, Cumbria.

Sp. Janet Louisa DOBINSON (1884-1959), dau. of Christopher John Storey
DOBINSON (1857-1927) and Jessie Jane GRAHAM (1860-1943).
4. John Palmer MONKHOUSE (1910-1988).
Born 15 Feb 1910, Langwathby, Cumbria. Marr Audrey MILLER 19 Oct 1949.
Died 14 Sep 1988.

Sp. Audrey MILLER ( - ).
4. Jessie Margaret MONKHOUSE (1911-2011).
Born 28 May 1911. Marr John Benson HOLLIDAY 17 May 1937, Langwathby,
Cumbria. Died 18 Jul 2011, Carlisle Infirmary, Cumbria.

Sp. John Benson HOLLIDAY (1910-1983), son of Thomas
William HOLLIDAY (1877-1961) and Mary Hannah Toppin
HARRISON (1876-1942).
4. William Arthur MONKHOUSE (1914-1986).
Born 1 Aug 1914, Langwathby, Cumbria. Marr Jeanne CRANSTON 17 Jun
1940. Died Jul 1986.

Sp. Jeanne CRANSTON ( - ).
4. Philip Graham MONKHOUSE (1916-1993).
Born 7 Jul 1916, Langwathby, Cumbria. Marr Margaret Cynthia GRAINGER
Feb 1941. Died 18 Aug 1993.
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Sp. Margaret Cynthia GRAINGER ( - ).
4. James Chris MONKHOUSE (1918-1999).
Born 22 Aug 1918, Langwathby, Cumbria. Marr Nancy COLDWELL 2 Mar
1946. Marr Audrey MILLER 1989. Died 27 Oct 1999.

Sp. Nancy COLDWELL ( - ).
Sp. Audrey MILLER ( - ).
3. Emily Jane MONKHOUSE (1878-1959).
Born 19 Jun 1878, Melmerby. Died 10 Apr 1959, Langwathby, Cumbria.

3. Hannah Edith MONKHOUSE (1880-1971).
Born 28 May 1880, Melmerby. Died 27 May 1971, Langwathby, Cumbria.

3. Elizabeth MONKHOUSE (1884-1978).
Born 11 May 1884, Melmerby. Marr Thomas George Little MONKHOUSE 30 Oct 1922, Penrith.
Died 10 Apr 1978, Langwathby, Cumbria.

Sp. Thomas George Little MONKHOUSE ( -1938).
2. Robert BELL - MONKHOUSE (1842-1907).
Born 2 Mar 1842, Keld nr Shap, Westmorland. Marr Isabella MCCUBBIN 19 Jan 1861, St Luke's, Chorlton-onMedlock, Manchester. Marr Elizabeth MCDONALD 18 Jun 1865, St George's, Hulme, Manchester. Marr Lucy
Martha Ann WALLIS 26 Jul 1899, Chorlton, Manchester. Died 18 Nov 1907, All Saints, Manchester.

Sp. Elizabeth MCDONALD ( - ).
Sp. Isabella MCCUBBIN (1840-1893).
3. Annie MONKHOUSE (1867-1869).
Born 10 Aug 1867, Hulme, Manchester. Died 1869, Hulme, Manchester.

3. John MONKHOUSE (1867-1869).
Born 10 Aug 1867, Hulme, Manchester. Died 1869, Hulme, Manchester.

3. Jessie Alice MONKHOUSE (1868-1929).
Born 1868. Died 1929.

Sp. Benjamin Whiteley WILKINSON (1870-1967).
3. Arthur Stewart MONKHOUSE (1869-1900).
Born 1869. Marr Sarah Ellen BRIDGE 1896. Died 1900.

Sp. Sarah Ellen BRIDGE (1868-1912).
4. Robert BRIDGE (1897- ).
Born 1897.

3. William Robert MONKHOUSE (1872-1922).
Born 1872. Died 1922.

Sp. Lily Whiteley WILKINSON (1874-1963).
4. Hilda MONKHOUSE (1901- ).
Born 1901.

4. Ethel MONKHOUSE (1906- ).
Born 1906.

3. Ernest MONKHOUSE (1874-1919).
Born 1874. Marr Emma CLOWES 1895. Died 1919.

Sp. Emma CLOWES (1875- ).
3. Aretas Isabella MONKHOUSE (1877- ).
Born 1877.

3. Herbert Septimus MONKHOUSE (1880- ).
Born 1880.

3. Arnold Frederick MONKHOUSE (1886- ).
Born 1886.

Sp. Lucy Martha Ann WALLIS (1855-1936).
2. Thomas BELL - MONKHOUSE (1843-1923).
Born 13 Nov 1843, Great Strickland, Morland, Westmorland. Marr Elizabeth THOMPSON Sep 1863. Died 2 Jul
1923, Ivegill, nr Carlisle.

Sp. Elizabeth THOMPSON (1844-1902).
3. James MONKHOUSE (1862- ).
Born 1862.

3. Jane Ann MONKHOUSE (1865-1908).
Born 1865, Ivegill, nr Carlisle. Died 1908.

3. William MONKHOUSE (1867-1947).
Born 1867, Penrith. Died 1947.

Sp. Sarah LITTLE (1865-1957).
4. Thomas George MONKHOUSE (1892-1973).
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Born 1892, Skelton Road Ends, Penrith. Died 1973.

4. John William MONKHOUSE (1896-1918).
Born 1896, Penrith. Died 1918.

4. Arthur MONKHOUSE (1896-1917).
Born 1896, Penrith. Died 1917.

4. Edwin MONKHOUSE (1898-1901).
Born 1898, Penrith. Died 1901.

4. James MONKHOUSE (1900-1901).
Born 1900, Penrith. Died 1901, Penrith.

4. Francis MONKHOUSE (1900-1900).
Born 1900, Penrith. Died 1900.

3. Joseph Edward MONKHOUSE (1871-1949).
Born 1871. Marr Mary Jane WORKMAN 1900, Carlisle. Died 1949.

Sp. Mary Jane WORKMAN (1871-1907).
3. John (Jack) MONKHOUSE (1873-1959).
Born 1873. Died 1959, Manchester.

Sp. Lottie COLLINSON ( - ).
3. Thomas MONKHOUSE (1878-1916).
Born 1878. Died 1916, Battle of the Somme, France.

2. Edward BELL - MONKHOUSE (1845-1865).
Born 21 Aug 1845, Great Strickland, Morland, Westmorland. Died 15 Oct 1865, Newby, Morland, Westmorland.
Registered as 'Bell' at birth and death.

2. James BELL - MONKHOUSE (1846-1852).
Born 5 Nov 1846, Keld nr Shap, Westmorland. Died 15 Nov 1852, Great Strickland, Morland, Westmorland.

2. Richard BELL - MONKHOUSE (1848-1889).
Born 11 Nov 1848, Keld nr Shap, Westmorland. Marr Margaret (Peggy) SLINGER Jun 1872. Died 1889,
Arkholme-with-Cawood, Lunesdale, Lancashire.

Sp. Margaret (Peggy) SLINGER (1845-1897).
3. James Matthew MONKHOUSE (1875- ).
Born 1875, Arkholme-with-Cawood, Lunesdale, Lancashire.

3. Mary Alice MONKHOUSE (1886-1939).
Born 1886, Arkholme-with-Cawood, Lunesdale, Lancashire. Died 1939.

2. Septimus BELL - MONKHOUSE (1851-1852).
Born 21 Feb 1851, Keld nr Shap, Westmorland. Died 31 Oct 1852, Great Strickland, Morland, Westmorland.

2. Ann "Annie" BELL - MONKHOUSE (1852-1852).
Born 2 Oct 1852, Great Strickland, Morland, Westmorland. Died 13 Oct 1852, Great Strickland, Morland,
Westmorland.
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Family of William PALMER (1815-1892)
1. William PALMER (1815-1892).
Born 31 Dec 1815, Brigham, Cockermouth, Cumbria. Marr Martha HENDERSON 18 Jun 1839, Bridekirk, Cockermouth, Cumbria.
Marr Hannah FREARS 25 Dec 1856, Ennerdale, Cumbria. Marr Ann ROBINSON 1887. Died 20 Sep 1892, Melmerby, Cumbria.

Sp. Martha HENDERSON (1804-1855).
2. Martha PALMER (1840-1916).
Born 1840, Great Broughton. Marr Samuel CLARK 1888. Died 1916.

Sp. Samuel CLARK (1831-1898).
3. Annie PALMER (1867-1901).
Born 1867 West Derby, Liverpool. Died 1901, Cockermouth.
(her date / place of death has not been corroborated).

2. Jane PALMER (1843-1923).
Born 1 Jan 1843, Great Broughton. Marr John Fawcett COLLINS 1862. Died 1923.

Sp. John Fawcett COLLINS (1841-1908).
3. William Palmer COLLINS (1863- ).
Born 1863.

3. John Fawcett COLLINS (1864- ).
Born 1864.

3. Joseph COLLINS (1866- ).
Born 1866.

3. Frances Jane COLLINS (1868- ).
Born 1868.

3. George Larkham COLLINS (1870- ).
Born 1870.

3. Mary Ann COLLINS (1872- ).
Born 1872.

3. Herbert Andrew COLLINS (1882- ).
Born 1882.

2. Andrew PALMER (1847- ).
Born 1847, Lamplugh, Cumbria.

2. Margaret PALMER (1849-1920).
Born 24 Nov 1849, Lamplugh, Cumbria. Marr John BELL - MONKHOUSE 9 Sep 1873, Melmerby, Cumbria. Died
15 Jun 1920, Langwathby, Cumbria.

Sp. John BELL - MONKHOUSE (1840-1921), son of James BELL - MONKHOUSE (18101866) and Ann FAWCETT (1812-1854).
3. Annie Martha MONKHOUSE (1874-1900).
Born 12 Apr 1874, Melmerby. Died 27 Apr 1900, West Derby, Liverpool.
died 10 days after childbirth at 7 Lyell Street, Everton.

Sp. (unknown).
3. Alice MONKHOUSE (1875-1961).
Born 13 Sep 1875, Melmerby. Marr William Bleamire CROSBY 6 Oct 1896, Penrith. Died 9 Oct
1961, Penrith.

Sp. William Bleamire CROSBY ( - ).
3. William Palmer MONKHOUSE (1877-1961).
Born 11 Jan 1877, Melmerby. Marr Janet Louisa DOBINSON 10 Apr 1909, Whitchurch,
Shropshire. Died 27 Mar 1961, Langwathby, Cumbria.

Sp. Janet Louisa DOBINSON (1884-1959), dau. of Christopher John Storey
DOBINSON (1857-1927) and Jessie Jane GRAHAM (1860-1943).
3. Emily Jane MONKHOUSE (1878-1959).
Born 19 Jun 1878, Melmerby. Died 10 Apr 1959, Langwathby, Cumbria.

3. Hannah Edith MONKHOUSE (1880-1971).
Born 28 May 1880, Melmerby. Died 27 May 1971, Langwathby, Cumbria.

3. Elizabeth MONKHOUSE (1884-1978).
Born 11 May 1884, Melmerby. Marr Thomas George Little MONKHOUSE 30 Oct 1922, Penrith.
Died 10 Apr 1978, Langwathby, Cumbria.

Sp. Thomas George Little MONKHOUSE ( -1938).
Sp. Hannah FREARS ( - ). Sp. Ann ROBINSON (1834- ).
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Family of Abigail (MINGINS) DOBINSON (1795- )
1. Abigail MINGINS (1795- ), dau. of John MINGINS (1765- ).
Born 1795, Throp Farm, Upper Denton, Brampton. Sister to William (born 1786) and John Mingins (born 1791) of Throp Farm.

Sp. DOBINSON ( - ).
2. Hannah DOBINSON (1820- ).
Born 1820. Upper Denton, Brampton

2. Elizabeth DOBINSON (1823- ).
Born 1823, Upper Denton, Brampton. Marr William PALMER 1846, Brampton, nr Carlisle.

Sp. William PALMER (1819- ), son of David PALMER (1776- ) and Jane (1786- ).
3. Abigail H PALMER (1851- ).
Born 1851.

3. Elizabeth A PALMER (1857- ).
Born 1857.

3. Christopher PALMER (1858- ).
Born 1858.

3. John PALMER (1860- ).
Born 1860.

3. Thomas W PALMER (1862- ).
Born 1862.

2. John DOBINSON (1824-1877).
Born 1824. Died 10 Oct 1877, Throp, Upper Denton, Brampton.

2. Jane DOBINSON (1825- ).
Born 1825.

2. William DOBINSON (1827- ).
Born 1827.

2. Christopher Charters DOBINSON (1830-1898).
Born 1830, Carlisle. Died 1898, Brampton, nr Carlisle.

Sp. Louisa Jane STOREY (1834-1924).
3. Christopher John Storey DOBINSON (1857-1927).
Born 1857, Brampton, nr Carlisle. Marr Jessie Jane GRAHAM 16 Jun 1881, Carlisle. Died 1927,
Cockermouth.

Sp. Jessie Jane GRAHAM (1860-1943), dau. of Robert GRAHAM (18261909) and Janet Elizabeth ELLIOT ( -1908).
4. Ethel DOBINSON (1882-1919).
Born 1882, Brampton, nr Carlisle. Marr William George HITCHINS 23 Dec
1905, Bethnal Green. Died 1919.

Sp. William George HITCHINS (1880- ).
4. Janet Louisa DOBINSON (1884-1959).
Born 9 Sep 1884, Brampton, nr Carlisle. Marr William Palmer MONKHOUSE
10 Apr 1909, Whitchurch, Shropshire. Died 23 Jul 1959, Langwathby, Cumbria.

Sp. William Palmer MONKHOUSE (1877-1961), son of John
BELL - MONKHOUSE (1840-1921) and Margaret PALMER
(1849-1920).
4. Margaret Alice DOBINSON (1887- ).
Born 1887, Brampton, nr Carlisle. Marr William Alfred CHARDIN 10 Apr
1909, Whitchurch, Shropshire.

Sp. William Alfred CHARDIN (1883- ).
4. Christopher Robert Graham DOBINSON (1900- ).
Born 1900, Podington, Bedfordshire. Marr Jean Perry SOWERBY 1926.

Sp. Jean Perry SOWERBY (1902- ).
3. Elizabeth Annie DOBINSON (1860- ).
Born 1860, Brampton, nr Carlisle.

3. Percy Jackson DOBINSON (1863-1930).
Born 1863, Brampton, nr Carlisle. Died 11 Sep 1930, Paris.

Sp. Jennie HEATLEY ( - ).
4. William Heatley DOBINSON ( - ).
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4. Harold Heatley DOBINSON ( - ).
3. Abigail DOBINSON (1867-1912).
Born 1867. Died 27 Jul 1912, Gilsland.

2. Anne DOBINSON (1833- ).
Born 1833, Throp, Upper Denton, Brampton.
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Family of William GRAHAM (1795-1859)
1. William GRAHAM (1795-1859).
Born 1795. Died 2 Jun 1859, Castleton, Roxburghshire.

Sp. Mary TWEDDLE (1798-1875).
2. Robert GRAHAM (1826-1909).
Born 10 May 1826, Castleton, Roxburghshire. Marr Janet Elizabeth ELLIOT 3 Jul 1851, Haltwhistle. Died 1 Jul
1909, Temple Sowerby.

Sp. Janet Elizabeth ELLIOT ( -1908).
3. Mary GRAHAM (1852-1928).
Born 1852, Brampton, nr Carlisle. Died 1928, Edenhall, Langwathby.

3. Robert GRAHAM (1854- ).
Born 1854, Brampton, nr Carlisle.

3. William GRAHAM (1858-1903).
Born 1858, Brampton, nr Carlisle. Marr Ursula Winifred WESTALL 15 Apr 1895. Died 4 Jun
1903, New York.

Sp. Ursula Winifred WESTALL (1874-1940).
3. Jessie Jane GRAHAM (1860-1943).
Born 3 May 1860, Brampton, nr Carlisle. Marr Christopher John Storey DOBINSON 16 Jun 1881,
Carlisle. Died 29 Aug 1943, Hornchurch, Essex.

Sp. Christopher John Storey DOBINSON (1857-1927), son of Christopher
Charters DOBINSON (1830-1898) and Louisa Jane STOREY (1834-1924).
4. Ethel DOBINSON (1882-1919).
Born 1882, Brampton, nr Carlisle. Marr William George HITCHINS 23 Dec
1905, Bethnal Green. Died 1919.

Sp. William George HITCHINS (1880- ).
4. Janet Louisa DOBINSON (1884-1959).
Born 9 Sep 1884, Brampton, nr Carlisle. Marr William Palmer MONKHOUSE
10 Apr 1909, Whitchurch, Shropshire. Died 23 Jul 1959, Langwathby, Cumbria.

Sp. William Palmer MONKHOUSE (1877-1961), son of John
BELL - MONKHOUSE (1840-1921) and Margaret PALMER
(1849-1920).
4. Margaret Alice DOBINSON (1887- ).
Born 1887, Brampton, nr Carlisle. Marr William Alfred CHARDIN 10 Apr
1909, Whitchurch, Shropshire.

Sp. William Alfred CHARDIN (1883- ).
4. Christopher Robert Graham DOBINSON (1900- ).
Born 1900, Podington, Bedfordshire. Marr Jean Perry SOWERBY 1926.

Sp. Jean Perry SOWERBY (1902- ).
3. Alicia GRAHAM (1862- ).
Born 1862, Brampton, nr Carlisle. Marr William MOUNSEY 1890.

Sp. William MOUNSEY (1861- ).
4. James MOUNSEY (1890- ).
Born 1890, Plumpton, Penrith.

3. Margaret Ann GRAHAM ( - ).
Born "'died in infancy'".

2. James GRAHAM (1826-1899).
Born 1826. Marr Elizabeth FORSTER Dec 1863. Died 18 Sep 1899, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Sp. Elizabeth FORSTER ( - ).
3. William Fothergill GRAHAM (1865- ).
Born 1865.

3. Thomas Stanley GRAHAM (1867- ).
Born 1867.

3. Mary Elizabeth GRAHAM (1869- ).
Born 1869. Marr Philip Smirton MACLAGAN 1893.

Sp. Philip Smirton MACLAGAN ( -1906).
4. Philip Whiteside MACLAGAN (1896-1916).
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Born 30 Jan 1896, Wooler, Northumberland. Died 16 Apr 1916, Ypres,
Belgium.
Killed in action.

4. James Graham MACLAGAN (1897-1918).
Born 2 Apr 1897, Jesmond, Northumberland. Died 1 Aug 1918, Arras, France.
Killed in action.

4. George Johnson MACLAGAN ( - ).
4. David Smirton MACLAGAN ( - ).
3. John Tweddle GRAHAM (1871- ).
Born 1871.

3. James GRAHAM (1874- ).
Born 1874.

3. Dora Gertrude GRAHAM (1878-1961).
Born 1878. Died 1961, Chichester, Sussex.
Lived in Culgaith. Remains unmarried.

3. Sydney GRAHAM (1881- ).
Born 1881.

3. Gordon GRAHAM (1883-1940).
Born 1883. Died 24 Jun 1940, Chichester, Sussex.

2. John GRAHAM (1828- ).
Born 1828.

2. William GRAHAM (1830-1895).
Born 1830, Newcastleton, Roxburghshire. Died 14 Jan 1895, Beadnell, Northumberland.

Sp. Elizabeth PATERSON (1844)
Born 1844, Durrisdeer, Dumfrieshire, daughter of Mary PATERSON (1811 - )

3. Mary GRAHAM (1866)
Born 1866, Kirkudbright

3. Grace GRAHAM (1867)
Born 1867, Kirkudbright

3. William GRAHAM (1870)
Born 1870, Kirkudbright

3. Alexander GRAHAM (1872)
Born 1872, Kirkudbright
3. Thomas GRAHAM (1873)
Born 1874, Kirkudbright

3. John GRAHAM (1875)
Born 1876, Kirkudbright

3. Christopher GRAHAM (1877)
Born 1878, Kirkudbright

3. Robert GRAHAM (1880)
Born 1881, Kirkudbright

2. Christopher GRAHAM (1832- ).
Born 1832.
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Family of William Palmer MONKHOUSE of
Langwathby
1. William Palmer MONKHOUSE (1877-1961), son of John BELL - MONKHOUSE (1840-1921) and Margaret
PALMER (1849-1920).
Born 11 Jan 1877, Melmerby. Marr Janet Louisa DOBINSON 10 Apr 1909, Whitchurch, Shropshire. Died 27 Mar 1961,
Langwathby, Cumbria.

Sp. Janet Louisa DOBINSON (1884-1959), dau. of Christopher John Storey DOBINSON (1857-1927) and
Jessie Jane GRAHAM (1860-1943).
2. John ‘Jack’ Palmer MONKHOUSE (1910-1988).
Born 15 Feb 1910, Langwathby, Cumbria. Marr Audrey MILLER 19 Oct 1949. Died 14 Sep 1988.

Sp. Audrey MILLER (1925- ).
3. John Graham MONKHOUSE (1953- ).
Born 10 Feb 1953.

3. Judith Mary MONKHOUSE (1963- ).
Born 1 Aug 1963.

Sp. Trevor JAMES (1957- ).
4. Mark JAMES (1992- ).
Born 6 May 1992.

2. Jessie Margaret MONKHOUSE (1911-2011).
Born 28 May 1911. Marr John Benson HOLLIDAY 17 May 1937, Langwathby, Cumbria. Died 18 Jul 2011,
Carlisle Infirmary, Cumbria.

Sp. John Benson HOLLIDAY (1910-1983), son of Thomas William HOLLIDAY (1877-1961)
and Mary Hannah Toppin HARRISON (1876-1942).
3. John Michael HOLLIDAY (1938- ).
Born 28 Jul 1938, Langwathby, Cumbria. Marr Jean Winifred TODD 18 Aug 1966, Kirkoswald.

Sp. Jean Winifred TODD (1945- ), dau. of William Richard TODD (1911-1988)
and Rosina Annie JACKSON (1918- ).
4. John Richard HOLLIDAY (1970- ).
Born 13 Mar 1970.

Sp. Elizabeth DAVIS ( - ).
4. Andrew Mark HOLLIDAY (1971- ).
Born 3 Jul 1971. Marr Stephanie Louise ROME 14 Nov 1998, Kirkoswald.

Sp. Stephanie Louise ROME (1968- ).
5. Olivia Rose HOLLIDAY (2000- ).
Born 8 Apr 2000.

5. Charlotte Grace HOLLIDAY (2002- ).
Born 2 Mar 2002.

5. William Michael HOLLIDAY (2005- ).
Born 18 Jun 2005.

4. Timothy William Todd HOLLIDAY (1973- ).
Born 10 Jan 1973. Marr Karen Louise TYSON 18 Sep 1999.

Sp. Karen Louise TYSON (1968- ).
5. Harry Daniel Todd HOLLIDAY (2004- ).
Born 30 Jan 2004.

5. Anna Niamh HOLLIDAY (2006- ).
Born 20 Feb 2006.

4. Philip Michael George HOLLIDAY (1978- ).
Born 31 Oct 1978.

Sp. Karen CUNNINGHAM (1972- ).
5. Benjamin CUNNINGHAM (2000- ).
Born 24 Apr 2000.

5. Harriet Rose HOLLIDAY (2012- ).
Born 14 Sep 2012.
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3. Andrew Benson HOLLIDAY (1941- ).
Born 29 Nov 1941.

3. Christabel Margaret HOLLIDAY (1946- ).
Born 26 Apr 1946, Langwathby, Cumbria. Marr Ronald James Murray STARK 15 Aug 1979.
Died.

Sp. Ronald James Murray STARK (1934-2003).
4. Andrew James STARK (1980- ).
Born 20 Jun 1980.

4. Emma Louise STARK (1981- ).
Born 19 Aug 1981.

Sp. Mark WYNN (1990- ).
5. Rees WYNN (2010- ).
Born 22 Sep 2010.

2. William Arthur MONKHOUSE (1914-1986).
Born 1 Aug 1914, Langwathby, Cumbria. Marr Jeanne CRANSTON 17 Jun 1940. Died Jul 1986.

Sp. Jeanne CRANSTON (1916-1984).
3. Christine MONKHOUSE (1942- ).
Born 2 Apr 1942. Marr James PEET 14 Jun 1962.

Sp. James PEET ( - ).
4. Mandy PEET (1964- ).
Born 7 Feb 1964, Langwathby, Cumbria. Marr Alistair RENVOZE 10 Aug
1985.

Sp. Alistair RENVOZE (1963- ).
5. Daisy May RENVOZE (1989- ).
Born 19 May 1989.

5. Lewis John RENVOZE (1990- ).
Born 24 Nov 1990.

5. Freddie Alistair RENVOZE (1993- ).
Born 10 Nov 1993.

4. Wendy PEET (1965- ).
Born 30 Dec 1965, Langwathby, Cumbria. Marr Nicholas REDMAYNE 18 Jul
1998.

Sp. Nicholas REDMAYNE (1966- ).
5. Isabella REDMAYNE (2000- ).
Born 28 Nov 2000.

5. William REDMAYNE (2003- ).
Born 26 Aug 2003.

5. Hugh REDMAYNE (2003- ).
Born 26 Aug 2003.

4. Simon PEET (1968- ).
Born 15 Mar 1968, Langwathby, Cumbria. Marr Karen LOWIS 6 Jul 1991.

Sp. Karen LOWIS (1969- ).
5. Sian Christina PEET (1994- ).
Born 17 Feb 1994.

5. Jack James PEET (1996- ).
Born 12 Jan 1996.

3. William Stanley MONKHOUSE (1950- ).
Born 6 Jun 1950, Carlisle. Marr Susan WILSON 4 Aug 1973, Low Moor, Clitheroe.

Sp. Susan WILSON (1949- ).
4. Helen Victoria MONKHOUSE (1975- ).
Born 27 Oct 1975, London. Marr Shane FITZSIMMONS 11 Aug 2009, Dublin.

Sp. Shane FITZSIMMONS (1972- ).
4. Hugh Stanley Robson MONKHOUSE (1977- ).
Born 20 Oct 1977, Nottingham. Marr Adrienne CALDWELL 20 Nov 2004,
Seattle, USA.

Sp. Adrienne CALDWELL ( - ).
5. Abigail Rose MONKHOUSE (2005- ).
Born 17 Aug 2005, Seattle, USA.

4. Edward Martin William MONKHOUSE (1979- ).
Born 9 Oct 1979.
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2. Philip Graham MONKHOUSE (1916-1993).
Born 7 Jul 1916, Langwathby, Cumbria. Marr Cynthia Margaret GRAINGER Feb 1941. Died 18 Aug 1993.

Sp. Cynthia Margaret GRAINGER (1920-1979).
3. John Grainger MONKHOUSE (1943- ).
Born 21 Nov 1943.

3. Richard Graham MONKHOUSE (1946- ).
Born 30 Jul 1946.

3. Janet Barbara Cynthia MONKHOUSE (1952- ).
Born 27 Mar 1952.

3. Timothy Philip Venn MONKHOUSE (1958- ).
Born 17 Sep 1958. Marr Theresa MILLER 1984, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Sp. Theresa MILLER ( - ).
4. Sarah MONKHOUSE ( - ).
Sp.
5. Ella ( - ).
4. Tom MONKHOUSE ( - ).
Sp. Constance DOCKRAY (1922-1985).
2. James ‘Jim’ Chris MONKHOUSE (1918-1999).
Born 22 Aug 1918, Langwathby, Cumbria. Marr Nancy COLDWELL 2 Mar 1946. Marr Audrey MILLER 1989.
Died 27 Oct 1999.

Sp. Nancy COLDWELL (1919-1988).
3. Susan MONKHOUSE (1947- ).
Born 1 Oct 1947. Marr Alan GRAVE 1970, Langwathby, Cumbria.

Sp. Alan GRAVE (1946- ).
4. John Christopher GRAVE (1975- ).
Born 1975. Marr Marsha DAVIES Oct 2003, Addingham, Cumberland.

Sp. Marsha DAVIES ( - ).
5. Morgana GRAVE (2004- ).
Born 2004.

5. Robert GRAVE (2006- ).
Born 2006.

4. Helen Margaret GRAVE (1977- ).
Born 1977. Marr Ben WESTERN 19 Aug 2006, Langwathby, Cumbria.

Sp. Ben WESTERN ( - ).
5. Eve WESTERN (2011- ).
Born 2011.

4. Steven James GRAVE (1982- ).
Born 1982.

3. Margaret MONKHOUSE (1950- ).
Born 29 Jun 1950.

3. Graham MONKHOUSE (1954- ).
Born 26 Apr 1954. Marr Linda CONWAY 1987. Marr Sheila HAYTON Aug 2004.

Sp. Linda CONWAY ( - ).
4. Charlotte Louise MONKHOUSE (1988- ).
Born 1988.

4. Alexander James MONKHOUSE (1989- ).
Born 1989.

Sp. Sheila HAYTON ( - ).
4. Grace Elizabeth MONKHOUSE (2006- ).
Born 2006.

3. Elizabeth MONKHOUSE (1961- ).
Born 2 Sep 1961. Marr Peter WISNIEWSKI 6 Jun 1994, Greenwich, USA.

Sp. Peter WISNIEWSKI (1961- ).
Sp. Audrey MILLER (1925- ).
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Census data
showing the
location of
family
members
Family=
identifies the
line:
D/ND=
indicates
whether the
subject is a
Direct or
Non-direct
relative
Level=
ancestral
generation
Name= for
females that
married, both
surnames are
included
Age= at death
B / M/ D=
birth,
marriage &
death dates
Census years
and locations
where
recorded
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Probate details (where available): Family= identifies the line: D/ND= indicates whether the
subject is a Direct or Non-direct relative: Level= ancestral generation: Name= for females
that married, both surnames are included: Age= at death: Will= Amount left in Will according
to Probate records: Equiv(K)= amount in today’s values in thousands£: Place of death :
Occupation –as given in census returns [The information given in these tables has been found through
our researches and we believe it to be correct, but we cannot take responsibility for any errors of fact]
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